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By Phil Stocker, NSA Chief Executive

It’s the time of year when sheep
farmers are up to their armpits in it,
literally in some cases.
We’re battling with the basics like lambing ewes,
making sure young lambs are off to a good start, the
endless need for feeding and watering, managing
grass growth and soil conditions, and coping with

all people, restores and enhances the
environment for the next generation; is robust in the
face of future challenges and is built upon a resilient
and sustainable agriculture sector’. So, we wait to be
consulted.
After years of being told that sheep farmers need
to accept they are food producers, it would be nice to
think policymakers recognised the role of sheep farming
in food security and involved us in the discussion

whatever the weather brings. It’s all so down to earth over helping feed our nation healthily and in a highly
that it makes the Brexit shenanigans feel surreal and sustainable manner. That is all part of the positioning
almost fanciful.

I often feel the world is not rational – we place
too much importance on things that shouldn’t be
important, and not enough time valuing things that
really are important. The basic needs of life circle
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Although we’ve been focusing on 35% of our lamb

dropping consumption levels, there is still a strong

two of life’s necessities – food for nourishment and

home demand for our lamb and mutton.
But we are facing some serious potential problems
with Brexit that could cause possible disruption to
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It would be nice to think this was why policymakers

stem import volumes, a no-deal would result in higher

are so interested in agricultural policy – to ensure

volumes of lamb on our market than would usually

our nation was food secure with a high level of self-

be the case. The market will balance itself out in time,

reliance and sustainability. Indeed there was a time

but the problems that could be caused should not be

when that was the case. But now, when the world is

underestimated and will be devastating for some.

arguably more volatile than ever before, there is still
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what we do.

more important than playing our part in producing

Food security

SHEEPFARMER

we need to do to get our industry widely respected for

around food and water, being warm, comfortable and being exported, the UK still retains and consumes a
able to rest, and feeling secure. And what could be
respectable 65% domestically. So, for all the talk about

fibre to contribute to staying warm and comfortable.

INSIDEYOUR

Regarding market development and promotion, our

little evidence that food is considered important and levy bodies are the only real show in town and the
resources they have available leave a lot to be desired
there are still far too many in positions of influence
who believe the UK’s food security is based on our

when compared to the promotional and advertising

nation being wealthy enough to be at the head of

budgets of big multinational food and drink brand

the global queue.

holders. But there is an acute need for a broad

With sheep farming producing high quality

range of market development work (not expensive

premium products, predominantly from grass and

advertising) and in this issue of the magazine we give

in close harmony with the environment, it’s a big

all our levy bodies the opportunity to explain what

frustration that Government should produce a 25-

they are doing with hard earned levy money - see

year environment plan before even starting on an

pages 28-29.

Agriculture Bill, and only recently start to think about
a food strategy for the nation. Any thinking being

Levy bodies

done is embryonic and within the Government’s

The need for ongoing technical and research

industrial strategy, and unfortunately it is too soon to investment remains and I would not suggest we spend
less than we currently do in this area. However, this is
know whether this is a good or bad thing.
Launched in January 2019 with Henry Dimbleby

Available now through your Local
Agricultural Merchant or call 01207 529 000
tradesales@allﬂex.co.uk
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industry must strive for the technical improvements

scoping exercise underway. Secretary of State

that others have demonstrated can be achieved, with

Michael Gove has said his intention to ensure our

our levy bodies doing what they can to make sure our
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food system ‘delivers healthy and affordable food for markets function and that we can sell our wares.
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a matter of priorities and a shared responsibility where

as Chair, the UK’s food strategy now has an apparent
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WELCOME & CONTENTS

TAGGING
YOUNG LAMBS?

Positioning our sector for
food security is essential

Reminder to reduce
antibiotics

Membership prize
draw begins

01684 892661 (Monday-Friday 9am-5.30pm)

With lambing for most now finished or in full swing, NSA, as part of the Responsible use of

The first winner in NSA’s 2019 membership

www.nationalsheep.org.uk

Medicines in Agriculture (RUMA) alliance, is reminding members to try to avoid the use of

recruitment prize draw has just been drawn

antibiotics where possible. Blanket dosing should be avoided and hopefully lambs are receiving a

- but there are three more chances for you to

sufficient quantity of colostrum in their first hours. For more information visit www.ruma.org.uk.

win this year. The prize, which consists of a

Scotland

The Sheep Centre, Malvern, Worcestershire, WR13 6PH

enquiries@nationalsheep.org.uk
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Eddie Eastham

		

UK Policy & Technical Chairman
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NSA
regions

N Ireland

Breed Society Forum details announced

Northern

This year’s NSA Breed Society Forum will be held on Thursday 2nd May from 10am at Onley
Grounds Equestrian Centre, Willoughby, Rugby, Warwickshire, CV23 8AJ. The meeting is open to all
breed society representatives as well as anyone with an interest in pedigree breeding. Attendees

Central

Central

will receive updates on breeding genetics and wool, as well as policy and activities updates from

Kevin Harrison

		

English Committee Chairman

NSA staff
Contact via NSA Head Office (details above)
or email directly
Phil Stocker
NSA Chief Executive
pstocker@nationalsheep.org.uk
Chris Adamson
Activities & Campaigns Officer
chris@nationalsheep.org.uk
Joanne Briggs
Operations Director
joanne@nationalsheep.org.uk
Gill Callow
Membership Secretary
gill@nationalsheep.org.uk
Katie James
Communications Officer
katie@nationalsheep.org.uk
Julie Jennings
Association Secretary
PA to Chief Executive
julie@nationalsheep.org.uk
Nicola Noble
Livestock Researcher
nicola@nationalsheep.org.uk

Chairman: David Howlett

Wales
Cymru

Manager: Anne Payne
01142 883241
anne@handbanktexels.co.uk

Eastern

South East
South West

Chairman: Tim Ward

Chairman: Dan Phipps

details completed, to prospective new members.

In a new partnership with the Company of Merchants of the Staple of England, NSA is delighted to have

aware the award was due to launch in late 2018, however, following a generous offer of support from the

helen@nationalsheep.org.uk

Bluetongue campaign underway

Manager: Jonathan Barber

As part of the Livestock Core Group, which includes Defra, Welsh Government and Scottish Government, NSA is supporting a bluetongue awareness

01953 607860 / 07712 659262

campaign to ensure farmers around the country are aware of the potential risks to their animals. The campaign, which is mainly about vaccination of

jonathan@ceressolutions.co.uk

imported stock, is taking place through late March and early April and members can show their support by following and sharing NSA’s social media posts.

See page 4 to apply for the role
marches@nationalsheep.org.uk

Northern
Manager: Heather Stoney-Grayshon
Chairman: Thomas Carrick

Samuel Wharry Award officially launched

Staple, NSA is now pleased to be launching a much greater award. Full details on page 18.

Secretary: Situation vacant
Chairman: Antony Spencer

More information from NSA Head Office or at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/events.

01691 654712 / 07976 803066

Marches

07966 699930

Thank you to our supporters
NSA thanks the following companies for their annual sponsorship, which is
invaluable to the work we do to provide a voice for the UK sheep sector.

Gold Supporters

heather@nationalsheep.org.uk

Northern Ireland
Development Officer: Edward Adamson
Chairman: Brian Jamieson

02893 366225 / 07711 071290
edward.adamson1@gmail.com

Scotland
Chairman: Jen Craig

South East

Development Officer:
Position under review; until further
notice please contact Euan Emslie
01430 441870 / 07718 908523
euan@nsascotland.org
Secretary: Sarah Blake

Chairman: Nigel Durnford

07734 428712
southeast@nationalsheep.org.uk

Helen Roberts
Corporate Sales Manager
Sheep Farmer Advertising Sales
helen@nationalsheep.org.uk

NSA Rams Sales
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To enter, members can pass the membership
form at the back of this magazine, with their

be given in memory of our much-missed friend and colleague Samuel Wharry. Members may have been

Eastern

South West

02

anyone who recommends them.

launched the NSA Samuel Wharry Memorial Award for the Next Generation. Two travel bursaries will

Cymru / Wales

Eleanor Phipps
Communications Officer
Sheep Farmer Content
eleanor@nationalsheep.org.uk

Karen Sumner
Bookkeeper
karens@nationalsheep.org

is available to all new NSA member, as well as

NSA Head Office. This will be followed by a discussion around breed diversity and stratification.
Marches

Development Officer: Helen Roberts
		

JFC-Agri footbath and 20 litres of hoof solution,

Chairman:
Peter Derryman

Wales & Border: Jane Smith
01291 673939
jane@nsaramsales.co.uk

Manager: Ian May
07913 043234
ian@nationalsheep. org.uk
Eastern: Jonathan Barber
01953 607860 / 07712 659262
jonathan@ceressolutions.co.uk

South West: Sue Martyn
01409 271385 / 07967 512660
suem@nationalsheep.org.uk

NSA is a company limited by guarantee, registered in England (No. 37818), and a registered charity, registered in England and Wales (No. 249255) and Scotland (No.
SCO42853). It is VAT registered (No. 273 3469 44). NSA complies fully with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (see www.nationalsheep.org.uk/privacypolicy).

www.nationalsheep.org.uk

Auction Mart Supporters
NSA also thanks members of the Livestock Auctioneers Association that
help spread membership recruitment messages to their clients.
APRIL / MAY 2019

Corporate Supporters
Agrimin
Assured Food Standards
Bimeda
Cargill Premix & Nutrition
Ceva Animal Health
Craven Cattle Marts
Downland
Euro Quality Lambs
Farming Connect
Humber Palmers
Lallemand Animal Nutrition
Limagrain
McGregor Polytunnels
Pinstone Communications
Precision Grazing
Randall Parker Foods
Rappa
SAC Consulting
SAI Global
Sell My Livestock
TGM
Welshpool Market
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NSA NEWS

CONTACT NSA

National Sheep Association

Staffing review in Scottish Region
Following the departure of George Milne (pictured) as Regional Development
Officer, NSA Scottish Region, working with NSA Head Office, is taking the
opportunity to consider the best way forward. NSA Chief Executive Phil Stocker
says: “NSA is very grateful to the work George has done over the years to
provide a voice for his fellow sheep farmers on an incredible range of issues
affecting their lives and businesses. Going forward, we are assessing what the
role will look like in the future to best fit the needs of the regions members.”
NSA is also looking for someone with an interest in industry research to cover a period of maternity
leave later this year. Details are to be confirmed, but please email enquiries@nationalsheep.org.uk if
you might have an interest in either position and would like to know more.

Bevy of new regional chairs

Activities
and
campaigns
focus for
HQ

Oral solution for sheep and lambs
Moxidectin

NSA Head Office is looking forward to a new
Chris Adamson accepted the role of NSA
Activities & Campaigns Officer earlier this

✓ Adult Roundworms
✓ Immature Roundworms
✓ Lungworms

year and his first day will be Monday 15th
April.
Chris’s role is a new one, incorporating

Meetings (ARMMs) in February, there are plenty of new faces in key

previous work on membership recruitment

regional roles. With NSA Northern Region and NSA Scottish Region

while also supporting the NSA regions in

holding their ARMM on the same day, there was just hours between

offering activities for members throughout

Jen Craig and Thomas Carrick (both pictured), NSA Next Generation

the UK and driving campaign work for the

Ambassadors since 2014 and 2015 respectively, taking on top roles.

benefit of the whole organisation.

W
E
N

TREATS AND PREVENTS

staff member joining the team this Easter.

With nearly all NSA regions holding their Annual Regional Members’

Thomas has spent two years in the deputy position in NSA Northern

M

®

CONTENTS
NSA NEWS

NSA NEWS

Injection of new faces for
NSA head office and regions

As with all NSA staff members, contact

Region and served on NSA North Sheep organising committees and the

details can be found on page 2 of this

NSA English Committee, so comes to the role with some pedigree. In NSA

magazine and at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/

Scottish Region, Jen has been part of the committee since becoming an

contacts.

Ambassador and brings expertise from other organisations and breed
societies she is involved in.
NSA Chief Executive Phil Stocker says: “It is great to see these roles
being filled by NSA Ambassadors and we are pleased they feel they can
support the organisation in this way – and we are also indebted to our
recently retired officeholders. May I personally thank: Eddie Eastham in
Northern Region, who continues as NSA UK Policy & Technical Chairman;
John Fyall and Kathy Pebbles for their two years as Chairman and Vice Chairman in Scotland; and
Alastair Sneddon for his hard work ahead of passing the baton to new Chairman David Howlett.”
More officeholder updates on pages 6-7.

Change of
guard in
South East
NSA welcomes its new
South East Region
Secretary Sarah Blake,
who will balance her

Marches Region on the hunt for a secretary

new role alongside

NSA Marches Region is looking for a secretary to organise and co-ordinate its presence in

College, East

Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Shropshire, Warwickshire and Worcestershire. This is an exciting
opportunity for anyone interested in promoting the interests of the sheep sector, within a small and
friendly team of regional sheep farming committee members. This flexible role is paid for by NSA
Marches Region on an honorarium basis. More information, and a job description, is available from
NSA Head Office on 01684 892661 or enquiries@nationalsheep.org.uk.

Sad passing

working at Plumpton
Sussex.
Sarah has some big
boots to fill and, on
retiring after 10 years as
regional manager and
many more in various
Blanden (pictured with one of his retiring

Follow us

gifts) says: “May I extend my thanks all the
staff, committees, members, shepherds and

Blackface breeder John Hamilton. Farming at Dunbar, East Lothian, John was extremely well-known

companies that have helped me over the last

and respected in farming circles and NSA’s thoughts are with his wife Vanessa, their three sons and

10 years in doing what has been an honour,

the wider family, which includes brother Matthew and sister Mary Dunlop.

pleasure, challenge and privilege.”

SHEEPFARMER

8 WEEK DOSING INTERVAL

other NSA roles, Bob

NSA is sad to learn of the untimely death of active NSA Scottish Region member and renowned
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www.chanellegroup.com
Moxodex 1 mg/ml oral solution for sheep. Contains: Moxidectin. Target species: Sheep. Refer to product packaging and leaflets for full
indications, side effects, precautions, warnings and contra-indications. Use medicines responsibly. Further information can be found on the
datasheet, SPC or at www.chanellegroup.com. Distributed by: Chanelle Pharmaceuticals Manufacturing Ltd, Loughrea, Co. Galway, Ireland.
Ireland: LM VPA: 10987/111/001. UK: POM-VPS Vm 08749/4089. Copyright ©Chanelle 2019 All rights reserved.
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YOUR NSA REGION

NSA regions report on
recent activities

To register to attend an upcoming event, enquire

New Marches Region committee

Cymru / Wales

Marches

The Annual Regional Members Meeting at the Royal
Welsh Showground, Powys, was a positive and
enthusiastic meeting and saw all officerholders remain
in place and the formal business followed by series of
industry speakers.

NSA Marches Region held its Annual Regional Members
Meeting at Hereford Market, Herefordshire, where all
officeholders were duly reinstated.

Brexit, gearing businesses for an uncertain future and a proactive approach
to animal health were among the topics discussed. NSA Cymru/ Wales
Region Chairman Tim Ward says: “It was a very positive meeting and
everybody is looking forward to the future, whatever it might bring. I think
it all bodes well for NSA that we get the support we do, and we’re grateful
to our members for their continuing support.”

South West
Thank you to all those who attended NSA South West
Region’s Annual Regional Members Meeting in February
and made it a lively evening.
Continuing Chairman Peter Derryman worked through the pre-requisite
agenda items swiftly, to give as much time as possible to our invited speakers.
Eleanor Phipps, NSA Communications Officer, gave a very in-depth and
informative update on NSA policy work in general and progress with Brexit
and the Agricultural Bill specifically. At time of writing these topics are very
much still ongoing and it was great to see how well the team at NSA Head
Office is representing our interests at a high level and across a very diverse
range of ongoing issues.
Kevin Harrison, NSA English Committee Chairman and JT Baylis Farm
Manager, shared the insights he’d made during recent visits to China on behalf
of NSA. With so much going on in the domestic arena at the moment it was
encouraging to hear of developments further afield.
Over the past year NSA South West Region has been working with
Bicton College to look at ways in which NSA can get involved in their very
successful Lambing Sunday. Special thanks should go to NSA South West
Region Chairman Peter Derryman, Vice Chairman Howard Tratt and regional
committee member and British Wool board member Alan Marshall, who
braved the weather to answer the many questions from members of the public
attending the event.

member Rollo Deutsch.

It was nice to welcome some new blood onto the committee in the shape of
Rollo Deutsch who, after becoming an NSA Next Generation Ambassador, has
decided to get more involved with the region.
Andy Offer resigned from the committee after being heavily involved with
the region right from its inception and attendees at the meeting joined in
sending their thanks for all his input over the years.
The meeting was followed by short talks from NSA Communications
Officer Katie James and NSA Chairman Bryan Griffiths on the benefits of NSA
as an organisation. This was followed by a fascinating talk from Nuffield
Scholar Alex Brewster on how to make the most of our grazing systems,
which certainly gave us all plenty to think and talk about.
NSA Marches Region has unfortunately lost its Regional Secretary Lorna
Davies, due to her increased work commitments. If you or anyone you know
may be interested in applying for the role, there are details on page 4.

Central
NSA Central Region’s Annual Regional Members
Meeting took place in mid-February at Bakewell Market,
Derbyshire, and was attended by about 30 people.
David Howlett took over as Regional Chairman from Alastair Sneddon,
who has completed a very energetic and impressive two and a half
years in office. Alastair, David and Charles Sercombe remain as our
English Committee representatives. Chris Lewis has been re-elected as
the region’s Trustee, with Robert Helliwell as Honorary Treasurer. The
committee meetings will continue to be open to all members to attend.
NSA Livestock Researcher Nicola Noble gave an update on NSA
activities and included a brief outline of some of the research projects
she has been involved with on behalf of NSA. The evening was rounded
off with a delicious and social supper.
David’s aim as the new Regional Chairman is to explore ways of

The
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of things
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Feeders
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NSA 2014
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is waiting toGarland
hear from you.
recruitment
campaign
is
going
Find contact details on page 2.
to a sheep unit with a
difference – winner Thomas
Garland is a dairy farmer!
Mr Garland from Langport,
Somerset, set up a sheep
NSA
Northern
milking
flock fourRegion’s
years agoAnnual
and Members Meeting took
is
currently
milking
500
Friesland
and Friesland
place at Penrith, Cumbria, in early
February.cross Poll
Dorset ewes. Having kept sheep for many years in different
systems, alongside a herd of milking cows for some time, he
It saw changes to the regional committee with Thomas Carrick moving into
says the new set-up definitely suits his way of farming. He is
the Chairman’s seat and Matt Bagley as Vice Chair. Ted Ogden remains as
also delighted to have a brand new 3in1 feeder to add to his
Treasurer. Thanks were given to Eddie Eastham, who has held the role of
business.
Chairman
forlooked
the pastattwo
“I have
theyears.
feeders in the past and thought they
Dr
Amandeep
Kaur
Purewel,
AHDB
Senior
Analyst, gave
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looked good, so it was great
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something
that
looks like it
of
how
different
scenarios
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could
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will
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policyfeed
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to Jeremy
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Auctions,
Skipton.
Congratulationsfeeding
to him. our ewes at
tupping.”
There are 100 replacements ewe lambs in Mr Garland’s
flock, home bred from his March and April-lambing ewes. Two
other blocks of ewes are lambed in November and January but
these are sponged and put to terminal sires. All lambs are
artificially reared from two days of age and anything not
identified as a suitable replacement sold as young stores. Milk
from the ewes is sold to five customers in the south of England.
“I farm in partnership with my girlfriend Helen and we’re
tenant farmers with an FBT and various grazing agreements at
Outgoing Chairman Eddie
Burton dairy farm in Langport, a private estate. Much of the
Eastham (left) presented
ground is in HLS with a small proportion of new leys in rotation
the TI
Memorial
with
theAllinson
estates
arable land. I used to be an NSA member
Award.
years ago but rejoined to keep up to date with sheep related
issues and new ideas in the industry.”
Envious of Mr Garland’s luck in the NSA prize draw? We
have three more feeders to give away this year so the sooner
you get your name in the hat the more chance there is of
NSA
South
Region’s
Annual
Regional
winning
(see East
panel).
People like
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Terms
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Hotel, Privett, Hampshire.
condition at www. nationalsheep. org.uk/draw.

Northern

South East

Ways to win a 3in1 Feeder
NSA is giving away six 3in1 feeders during 2014 and there
are still three chances to get your hands on one.
All new members are eligible for the draw, plus existing
members who recommend someone to sign up.
The more people you recommend the more entries you get
into the draw, and the sooner you enter the more chance
there is of winning!
There are lots of ways to qualify:1. Sign up as a new member at
www.nationalsheep.org.uk/membership.
2. Sign
up usingPhil
the application form opposite.
NSA
Chief Executive
3. Come
to NSA
Sheep 2014, sign up on the gate with one
Stocker
competed
in the
of competition
our friendlyatvolunteers
and pay just £6 entry instead of
carvery
the
£15.
Save
time
by
bringing
a completed application form
annual dinner.
with you.
4. Already a member? Simply write your membership
number on the form opposite and pass it to a friend or
neighbour to recommend they sign up as a new member.
3in1 feeders from Advantage Feeders give you control to
NSA
Region
held its Annual
Regional ItMembers
limitScottish
the amount
of supplement
stock consume.
can save
your timeinand
money,
reduce theinhealth
of feeing high
Meeting
Airth,
Stirlingshire,
early risks
February.
corn-based diets and prevent mis-mothering at lambing
time. Find
out John
moreFyall
at www.3in1feeders.co.uk
or and
callgave
UK a
Retiring
Chairman
welcomed members and guests
distributor
Robertactivities
Ball onthroughout
the free phone
number
08000
report
on the region’s
2018.This
was followed
by the
786030.
treasurer’s and development officer’s reports.
NSA is very grateful to Advantage Feeders for their
Elections took place for the office bearers’ positions where Jennifer Craig,
support of this membership recruitment campaign.
a hill sheep farmer and NSA Next Generation Ambassador from Crawford,
Advantage Feeders are also a Gold Sponsor of NSA and we
South Lanarkshire, was elected Chair. Maimie Paterson was elected Vice
apologise for missing them from our list of sponsors in the
Chair
Mary Dunlop
wasFarmer.
elected Treasurer.
lastand
edition
of Sheep
Check out all our Gold and
Immediately
after
the
meeting,
QMS’s new Chairman Kate Rowell (an NSA
Corporate Sponsors at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/
member)
with Alan Clarke, Chief Executive, gave an overview of the activities
supporters.

Scotland

of the organisation followed by a short presentation by Emma Harper MSP
on the Scottish Government’s new draft livestock worrying consultation.
The meeting had a good turnout with 64 members and guests enjoying a
three-course meal in the evening with entertainment from a highly amusing
after dinner speech by Jimmy Warnock, RHASS Chairman, and presentations

two of the logos are the same

by Sion Morgan and Zoey Symington on their experiences as NSA Next
Generation Ambassadors during the 2018 programme.

The meeting followed a committee meeting and an interview for a
replacement for outgoing Regional Manager Bob Blanden. Sarah Blake,
who works at Plumpton College, was offered and accepted the position of

north west auction

involving more young people in NSA activities and he would welcome

Regional Secretary (more on page 4).

suggestions from young and old alike.

eighth
advert
the addition of James
Hamiltonpage
joining the
committee in what is a new role

The meeting saw all existing officeholders continue in their roles with

of Junior Vice Chairman. James hosted the regions Next Generation Event in
June 2018 and, along with committee member Marie Prebble, organised it.

New central regional Chairman David Howlett.

There were presentations after the formal part of the meeting from Dr
Kenton Hart from Scotmin on ewe nutrition. Matt van der Borgh spoke
about the opportunities of sheep dairying, and Sergeant Tom Carter of
Sussex Police on sheep worrying by dogs. Joanne Briggs, NSA Operations
Director, gave an update on NSA activities. This was followed by a muchappreciated meal sponsored once again by James Farm and Country Store.
The committee also took the opportunity to send its thanks to Bob Blanden
for his long service to the region.
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Sheep dairy farmer wins 3in1 feeder

Countdown to NSA Welsh
Sheep 2019 begins

In addition to the numerous sheep events going on this summer, covered on pages 9-13, NSA regions have
organised the following events.

NSA Welsh Sheep 2019, at Coleg
Meirion-Dwyfor Glynllifon, Gwynedd,
on Tuesday 21st May 2019, will be a
ground-breaking event and the first
of its kind to be at a college.

Marches

Eastern

NSA Marches Region will be holding its Next Generation
Campden, by kind permission of the Harrison family.
This is a fun day for all and will feature training
and opportunities to improve shepherding skills and
as being a chance for someone under 26 to qualify for

sponsors will also be very much in evidence.
The Glynllifon site, owned by Grwp Llandrillo
Menai College, is a 285ha (700-acre) lowland

seeing members at this years farm walk on

The venue may not be a traditional farming

woodland. The college is attended by 500 young

Thursday 16th May at 2pm and would like

setting, but the farm at Glynnlifon Agricultural

people aged 15-18 studying for levels 1-3 in

to send its thanks to the host John Pawsey.

College is a working farm, operating in a

agriculture, agricultural engineering, forestry and

commercial environment.

conservation, animal management and veterinary

John is a fourth-generation farmer

hopefully learn some new ones along the way, as well

advice and industry updates. The other mainline

farm with 600 ewes and mix of farmland and

NSA Eastern Region looks forward to

event on Sunday 26th May at Briars Hill Farm, Chipping

Hybu Cig Cymru/ Meat Promotion Wales is the
event’s major sponsor and will be on hand with

from Suffolk and director of Shimpling

The event, which will bring together farmers,

nursing.

Park Farms Limited. The farm is mixed

suppliers, markets, processors, customers and

with 650ha of arable land and 1,000

policy experts, will give sheep farmers considering

New Zealand Romney breeding ewes on

a rapidly changing future the opportunity to

Hanslope series chalky boulder clay.

update on all the latest news, views and technical

Manod Owen, is based on grass and forage with

innovation against a compelling historic backdrop.

a dairy herd of 180 cows with 100 followers.

Future direction

There is also Glastir agri-environmental work

management contracts. All the farms are
managed organically with the first farm

The 150 or so stands and organisations attending

and cattle breeding policies. Rhodri says: “The

Northern Ireland

being converted to organic production in

will also offer ideas and information on products

college has always been keenly involved in

1999. Crops grown on the farm feature an

and breeds. Each will help to answer questions

NSA Welsh Sheep and college students from a

array of legumes, cereals ranging from oats

regarding future direction. A full programme of

range of disciplines look forward to immersing

NSA Northern Ireland Region is joining forces with UFU, CAFRE, AFBI, LMC and NIMEA to organise a Sheep

to spelt as well as some speciality crops

seminars will cover topics such as Brexit, sheep

themselves in all aspects of the event.”

including quinoa and buckwheat.

health and welfare, and the industry’s carbon

the national NSA Next Generation Shepherd competition
final in July 2020.

Participants at the 2017 NSA Marches
Region Next Generation training day.

As always it is open to all and free to attend so please
come along and support it and spread the word to any youngsters out there who you think may benefit.
Looking ahead to the summer, the region is hoping to hold two farm walks, with dates and details to
follow in next edition of Sheep Farmer magazine. NSA Marches Region has its next committee meeting
at the the NSA Sheep Centre, Malvern, on Tuesday 23rd April at 7pm and all are very welcome to attend.

Conference to be held over two evenings at CAFRE Greenmount Campus and Omagh, with the theme ‘Future

John also farms an additional 980ha
for neighbouring farmers under farm

Seminar Programme
11am – Flock Health and Welfare
Speakers: Neil Paton, RVC, Rebekah Stuart,
HCC, Peers Davies, Liverpool University,
12.30pm – Facing the Future: the outlook for
sheep farming
Speakers: Tim Render, Welsh Government, Phil
Stocker, NSA, Gwyn Howells, HCC,
Chair – Gareth Jones, Rhug Estate.
2pm The Welsh Way: farming and the
environment
Speakers: Prysor Williams, Bangor University,
Gwawr Parry, HCC, Rhodri Owen, Glynllifon,
Chair – Nick Fenwick, FUW.
NB: This session will be mainly in Welsh.
WORKSHOPS
Workshops to be hosted by Crystalyx, MSD
and Innovis. Details will be confirmed on the
Welsh Sheep website.

Working farm
The intensively run farm, managed by Rhodri

and innovations such as the techno grazing,

Farm Manager Rhodri Manod Owen.

The closed sheep flock comprises of Lleyn

footprint and environmental considerations. The

ewes, put to a Lleyn ram for replacements and

ease lambing. There is also a small flock of 35

HLS scheme, commercial and domestic

workshops will cover a range of issues, from

Texel and Charollais rams to produce prime

crossbred Texel Charollais ewes, with the ram

rentals and various renewable energy

vaccinating for lameness with MSD Animal Health

lambs, with medium sized 60kg ewes able to

lambs retained for breeding.

projects including a photovoltaic array

to Innovis’s latest developments. The Crystalyx

produce lamb off grass and forage. There will

and three woodchip boilers. NSA Next

workshop ‘What does research prove’ will focus

also be the opportunity to see the results of a

For further details and stand applications please

Generation Ambassador Robert Spink is in

on the work Crystalyx has carried out over the last

decision to use a Charmoise ram on ewe lamb

visit www.welshsheep.org.uk or contact Helen

members will be in attendance, so come along and say hello!

charge of the sheep on the farm. This will

two decades.

replacements for the first-time last year to

Roberts (details on page 2).

South East

miss.

proofing our sheep industry’. Further details on this event will be shared with members as it develops.

Scotland
Work is underway to develop activities within the NSA Scottish Region Sheep Centre at the Royal
Highland Show, running from Thursday 20th to Sunday 23rd June. NSA Scottish Region committee

NSA South East Region is in the process of organising its Sheep Health, Wealth & Production Conference
to be held on Wednesday 20th November at the School of Veterinary Medicine, Guildford, Surrey. The
conference is still in its early stages of planning and more information will come in due course.

Diversifications on the farm include a

be an extremely good visit and one not to
On Saturday 8th June by kind permission
of the Godolphin Stud, Newmarket, NSA
Eastern Region’s Next Generation event will
take place.
This year there will be a variety of
seminars of particular interest to entrants
into sheep farming. Also, the heats for
the Next Generation Shepherd of the
Year will be run, with classes for all levels
of competitors. An added bonus of this
event is a chance to view the top-quality
commercial flock of ewes and lambs at the
stud and also some of the mares and foals.
We are delighted Randall Parker Foods
has agreed to continue as major sponsor

TUESDAY 21ST MAY
COLEG GLYNLLIFON, GLYNLLIFON COLLEGE,
PART OF GRWP LLANDRILLO MENAI, LL54 5DU
9:00AM - 5:00PM

WELSHSHEEP
2019

FARM TOUR, SHEEP DOG TRIALS, SEMINARS,
TRADE STANDS, SHEEP BREEDS, DEMONSTRATIONS
PAIR OF HOGG SALE, COMPETITIONS
FURTHER INFORMATION: HELEN ROBERTS
Tel: 01691 654712 Mobile : 07976 803066
Email: helen@nationalsheep.org.uk

TICKETS £12 NON-MEMBERS

for this event and our thanks go to all other
companies for their support. Please let
Attendees at Eastern regions Next Generations day will have the chance to
view the top-quality commercial flock of ewes and lambs at the stud.
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either event (contact details are on page 2).
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NSA activity coming
up in your region

NSA PREVIEWS

Packed schedule
Busy day for
for Highland Sheep North Sheep
One of the North of Scotland’s most

NSA North Sheep 2019 will be hosted by

renowned sheep and beef farms will

Frankland Farms at Rathmell, Settle, North

be the venue for NSA Scottish Region’s

Yorkshire, on Wednesday 5th June.

WANT TO SUPPRESS
THE SPRING RISE?

fourth biennial Highland Sheep event on
Wednesday 12th June 2019.

Farming 364ha (900 acres) across three
holdings, the Frankland family have a flock

breed society exhibits are rolling in for
the event, which will be hosted by the

A busy day is set

of 1,200 sheep, 120 suckler cows plus 350

Applications for trade stand space and
Sibmister Farm.

for
North Sheep 2019
.

replacement and store cattle, and they
milk 220 head of dairy cattle. Their sheep

farming enterprise focusses on producing top quality

Sutherland family at Sibmister, Thurso, Caithness.
Features of the packed programme for the day will include a tour of the
690ha (1,700-acre) farming enterprise, which incorporates the adjoining

prime lambs, from Texel cross and Mule ewes put to Beltex rams.
Throughout the day, hundreds of display and exhibit stands will

farm of Stainland and supports a commercial flock of 1,500 Texel cross

showcase the latest industry trends, equipment and technology. In

Cheviot ewes and pedigree flocks of Suffolk and Texel and a spring-calving

addition, the highly respected supermarket, Booths, and a mainline

suckler herd of 400 Simmental cross Longhorn cows.

sponsor will highlight the strengthening relations between the sheep
industry and the supply chain. Their attendance offers farmers a rare

Other features of the one-day event will include a comprehensive
seminar programme, individual workshops, wool shearing, grading, spinning,

opportunity to talk to a major buyer and discuss current and changing

felt making, crook making, lamb butchery and cooking demonstrations,

needs for their product.

stockjudging, NSA Next Generation Shepherd of the Year competition,
Harbro and its key Caithness distributor, W&A Geddes, are major sponsors.

sheep

Major Sponsor

In association with
W & A Geddes Ltd

2019

Wednesday 12th June 2019

Sibmister Farm, Murkle
Thurso, Caithness, KW14 8SW

By kind permission of The Sutherland Family, Sibmister & Stainland Farms

FEATURES

FARM TOUR, 100 TRADE & SHEEP BREED STANDS
SHOW & SALE EWE HOGGS, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS
DEMONSTRATIONS, NSA NEXT GENERATION
SHEPHERD OF YEAR & STOCKJUDGING COMPETITIONS
M A I N L I N E

A series of seminars will provide a platform for open discussion and
debate, as well as advice on share farming, sheep health and welfare, and

sheepdog trial, and show and sale of ewe hoggs.

the future for environmental and land management schemes.

Organised by the Northern Region of the National Sheep Association

Wednesday 5th June

Use CYDECTIN® 2% LA

New Hall Farm, Rathmell, Settle, North Yorkshire
By kind permission of Frankland Farms
FARM TOURS ALL DAY
BOOTHS FOOD DISPLAY AREA
SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS
DEMONSTRATIONS

BREED SOCIETIES
INDIVIDUAL BREEDERS
TRADE & INDUSTRY STANDS
COMPETITIONS

Proven to suppress the spring rise.
Helping to reduce the need for
lamb treatments, saving you time1

Major Sponsor:
PRICES: NSA Members: FREE
Adults: £12
Students & under 16: FREE
FREE PARKING & FREE EVENT GUIDE

Speak to your animal health advisor today
about how CYDECTIN® 2% LA can benefit
your flock

S P O N S O R S

Zoetis.co.uk/parassist
Further Information Competition & Trade Stand Application Forms from
Euan Emslie, NSA Highlandsheep Organiser
M: 07718 908523 E: euan@nsascotland.org

www.nsascotland.org
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www.northsheep.org.uk
Email heather@nationalsheep.org.uk for more information
A Company Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. Registra�on No 37818.
Registered charity in England and Wales (249255) and in Scotland (SC042853)

www.nationalsheep.org.uk

1. Kerr et al 2017 A practical farm-based trial to compare ewe nematode control strategies in periparturient ewes, Presented at Sheep Veterinary Society, Spring meeting Aberystwyth. Monday 21st – Wednesday 23rd May 2018.
CYDECTIN 20 MG/ML LA SOLUTION FOR INJECTION FOR SHEEP contains moxidectin. POM-VPS
For further information please see the product’s SPC or contact Zoetis UK Limited, Walton Oaks, Dorking Road, Tadworth, Surrey, KT20 7NS. www.zoetis.co.uk. Customer Support: 0845 300 8034.
Use medicines responsibly (www.noah.co.uk/responsible). MM-04049
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All set for Sheep
South West
NSA Sheep South West, on Tuesday 18th

Hosts Bryan & Liz

Sheep NI plans
well advanced
Griffiths.

Early choice
for tupping

Plans are now well advanced for NSA

June, is being hosted by NSA Chairman

Sheep Northern Ireland 2019, in Ballymena

Bryan Griffiths and wife Liz at Southcott,

Livestock Mart on Monday 1st July.

Burrington, Umberleigh in North Devon.

NSA Wales and Border Early Ram Sale will take place on
Monday 5th August at the Royal Welsh Showground.

There will be a display of sheep by various
As well Bryan’s role as NSA Chairman,

breed societies and clubs, and visitors will

he and Liz are dedicated commercial sheep

have the opportunity to see and compare

farmers keen to embrace new ideas and the

a wide range of breeds and crosses of

help of science to push forward their business.

both terminal and maternal breeds,

Once again Shearwell Data is a major sponsor and NSA South West Region is

Crowds at Sheep

NI 2017.

suitable for both hill and lowland production at what will

The day will follow the usual tried and trusted formula with trade exhibitors
and breed societies in attendance alongside various competitions including
lamb selection, a full range of fleece competitions and the NSA Next Generation

An excellent entry of trade stands is also expected, with examples of
just about everything a sheep farmer could need.
The Next Generation Shepherd of the Year competition will take and

Shepherd competition with open and student sections. The sale of sheepdogs

offers shepherds under the age of 26 the chance to represent Northern

will take place in the afternoon with some quality dogs being entered.

Ireland at national and international level. A range of topical seminars

A full programme of workshops and seminars is being planned and there

will be held with topics to include sheep health, soil management, grass

will be greater emphasis on practical demonstrations including ‘The history of

utilization and Brexit. A sale of working sheepdogs and puppies will be

wool harvesting’, the brainchild of Bryan who is a keen shearer. As details are

held in a field adjacent to the mart. There are limited opportunities to

confirmed they will be added at www.sheepsouthwest.org.uk alongside trade

enhance your presence at the event with sponsorship deals or workshop

bookings and competition entry dates and forms.

demonstrations. Contact Edward Adamson (details on page 2).

All 2019 events in one handy place
NSA Breed Society Forum Thursday 2nd May, Warks
NSA Sheep Centre at Royal Ulster Show 15th-19th May
NSA Welsh Sheep Tuesday 21st May, Gwynedd
NSA Marches Region Next Generation Day Sunday 26th May, Gloucs
NSA North Sheep Wednesday 5th June, North Yorks

The sale has established itself as the venue of choice for early lambing

NSA Eastern Region Next Generation Day Saturday 8th June, Suffolk

flocks wanting the pick of rams ready for tupping and traditionally sets the

NSA Highland Sheep Wednesday 12th June, Caithness

price for top quality, healthy, assured rams for the season.

NSA Sheep South West Tuesday 18th June, Devon

Executive Director Jane Smith says: “In times of uncertainty, it’s important

be the most extensive show of sheep breeds in Ireland this year.

grateful for the support it provides.

Your NSA
calendar

NSA PREVIEWS

NSA PREVIEWS

Last years headline price was 2,800gns.

to keep investing in the best stock. Quality always pays for itself and
whatever the economic and political climate may be, if you have good
quality stock it will always sell.”
The NSA Wales & Border Early Ram Sale provides a unique opportunity
to buy early in a brisk selling day and then to be able to take your choice
home and quarantine him before putting him out to work.
The online entry form, online catalogue and gallery of pictures are all
designed to make the buying and selling process as smooth as possible.
Last year’s Early Sale saw high prices achieved for top tups. The headline
price of 2,800gns for a Corriecravie Texel shearling was a fitting 65th
birthday present for Paul Johnson.

NSA Scottish Region Sheep Centre at Royal Highland Show
20th-23rd June
NSA Sheep NI Monday 1st July, Co Antrim
NSA Sheep Centre at Royal Welsh Show 22nd-25th July
NSA Wales & Border Early Ram Sale Monday 5th August, Builth
NSA South West Ram Sale Wednesday 14th August, Devon
NSA Eastern Region Rugby Ram Sale Fridat 30th August, Warks
NSA Eastern Region Melton Ram Sale Friday 20th September, Leics
NSA Wales & Border Main Ram Sale Monday 23rd September, Builth

Sheep South West
2019

National Sheep Association

Organised by NSA South West Region

Tuesday 18th June 9am - 5pm

Sheep Northern
Ireland

By kind invitation of Bryan & Liz Griffiths
Southcott, Burrington, Umberleigh. EX37 9LF

Monday 1st July 2019

Ballymena Livestock Mart, Woodside Road, Ballymena

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

 Workshops
 Trade & Breed Society Stands
 Competitions
 Auctioneering Competition
 Demonstrations  Fleece Competitions
 Sheepdog Sale
 History of Wool Harvesting Area
 NSA Next Generation Young Shepherd - £1,000 prize fund
 NSA Next Generation Student Young Shepherd - £500 prize fund
 New this Year Photography Competition

• Commercial sheep stockjudging
competition
• Open ﬂeece competition
• Sheep display
• Trade stands
• Seminars
• Free entrance to The Next Generation
Young Shepherds Competition
• Working sheepdog and puppy sale

Revered the world over by professional
shearers. Heiniger shearing products
deliver, power, performance,
outstanding reliability and expert
Swiss Made Craftsmanship.

Think Shearing - Think Heiniger!

No Dogs on Site except Assistance dogs & those entered in the sale.
Admission - £12 Non NSA Members.
NSA Members - Free on production of card & subject to conditions.
YFC members/Students £6 with current card.
Under 16 - Free. Group Rates Available – details from Event Organiser
Further information from Sue Martyn.
Tel: 01409 271385. Mob: 07967 512660.
Email: suem@nationalsheep.org.uk

To purchase Heiniger shearing products for the season
ahead, please contact your local trade merchant or
alternatively contact Cox & Ritchey for more information.
0845 6008081

Registered Charity in England & Wales (249255) and in Scotland (SCO42853).
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NSA SW Advert 129 x 88.indd 1

tradesales@allflex.co.uk

Further details from Edward Adamson on 07711 071290
or edward.adamson1@gmail.com

Major Sponsor
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NSA POLICY

Brexit uncertainty continues
despite looming deadline
With this magazine going to print
just days before the original Brexit
deadline of 29th March, NSA was
disappointed to still know so little
about a political situation that will
have such a huge impact on the UK
sheep sector.

UK FARMS ARE EVOLVING,
SO ARE WE

The Government has offered two means of
supporting the sheep industry in the event of
a no deal. The first is an emergency support
payment for sheep farmers, to help mitigate
sudden market fluctuations.

Introducing a tailored drone insurance solution for farmers

Mr Stocker comments: “Unfortunately, at this
point, we have no idea what this might look

Drones are already providing a growing number of UK farmers
with vital data. That’s why we’ve partnered with Gallagher’s
aviation team to provide cover, whatever your drone usage.

like. All we know if that the Government has
verbally assured the sheep industry it will give
us some financial assistance in an emergency.

With information changing as quickly as NSA
staff members can write it down, what follows is
as accurate as we can offer.
The sheep industry is sitting on a cliff edge,
still unsure of what the next few days will bring.
We know Friday 29th March will now no longer
be our exit date. The UK Government and EU
have reached an agreement which allows the UK
one of two extension periods.
If Theresa May’s current deal, first introduced
in late 2018, is now agreed by MPs, we will leave
on 23rd May, prior to the European elections. If

However, we must remember this may not come
immediately. It may be some months before
anything is known about what a payment will

Contact your local Agent or search

look like, and even longer before it is received.”
In a no deal situation, the sheep industry will
be far from the only ones in need of emergency

The UK sheep sector is on the road

support, but NSA is doing all it can to ensure

to an unknown destination.

this promise remains high on the Government’s
agenda.

is even more precarious, with the Government
announcing that, to avoid a hard land border,

Tariffs

there will be zero tariffs on products imported

The second measure is the implementation of

from the south to the north. NSA Northern

it is not agreed, the UK has a shorter two-week

import tariffs, ensuring other countries won’t be

Ireland Regional Development Officer Edward

extension to 13th April. In that time the UK

able to begin exporting into the UK tariff-free

Adamson comments: “The situation is absolutely

Government must come up with a workable

while exporters have to meet 40-50% tariffs.

critical. By offering zero tariffs on goods crossing

forward plan, or again we will face leaving the

However, NSA is concerned this does not apply

over into Northern Ireland, including on lamb,

EU with no deal. No doubt, by the time you read

to countries with tariff rate quotas (TRQs). Mr

we’re essentially offering up a gateway into the

this we will be some way down whichever path

Stocker explains: “As part of the Brexit process,

UK with zero tariffs, meanwhile applying tariffs

we have taken.

the UK Government has negotiated a percentage

to sheepmeat going in the other direction. It

of quotas into the EU that we have to continue

would be enough to destroy sheep farming in

receiving. For lamb, they have agreed levels will

Northern Ireland.

No deal
NSA has been calling for MPs to support the
Prime Minister’s deal, as the consequences of a
no deal for the sheep industry would be severe.
While the principle of support has been offered,
we have no idea what it will look like. NSA Chief
Executive Phil Stocker says: “This has been a
long process and, of the options on the table,
NSA believes an orderly exit is the best available
path for our industry while respecting the
outcome of the referendum.”

NFU Mutual drone

remain as roughly what they are now. This means

“We are already facing issues with shortages

we will take 50% of the quota from New Zealand,

of labour in the abattoirs thanks to Brexit, and

which equates to 114,000 tonnes a year, as well

with many abattoirs being in the South and the

as a further 9,000 tonnes from Australia, which

movement of some 400,000 lambs a year going

will continue to enter the UK tariff free.”

that way, we are likely to find sheep farmers in

Tariffs, which roughly equal what the UK will

Northern Ireland will have no choice but to pay

be paying, will be applied to any lamb they wish

the tariffs when there is nowhere else to send

to import beyond those quotas and will apply to

the sheep. This would crush our industry and

any other importers of lamb.

force many farmers out of business, an outcome

However, the situation in Northern Ireland

which would be totally unacceptable.”

Rewilding concerns remain
NSA has written to and received reply from Natural England regarding the
potential release of sea eagles on the Isle of Wight. NSA Chief Executive
Phil Stocker comments: “Natural England has assured NSA all checks
on issues of sustainability and concern for wildlife habitats, as well as
domesticated animals, have been documented. NSA understands a decision
will come in early April and hopes this is made in the interests of farmers.
Sheep are vital to maintaining our countryside.
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NSA is extremely disappointed in
the decision by the Government to
delay the implementation of the
rule change on carcase splitting
from toothing to a calendar date this
season.

Agriculture Bill remains at a standstill

given official notice by the Government or FSA.
NSA looked into this and requested information.

When first presented to Parliament on 12th

Trading concern

provides a future framework for UK agriculture

access; funding commitments to agriculture

A few weeks later, we were notified by Defra

post-Brexit and sets out the agricultural

and rural development; and ensuring food

the decision had been paused in order to

be through the Commons and into the Lords by

transition period. Mr Stocker continues: “While

production is kept at the heart of the Bill. Mr

maintain or regain our third country listing, and

the end of 2018.

the CAP regulations are carried into UK law by

Stocker comments: “MPs have been making

the EU (Withdrawal) Bill, our future path and

amendments and NSA has been following

As this magazine goes to print in late March,

the changes to come are all contained within

closely and supporting those that it believes

carcase splitting delay.

NSA is frustrated by the Bill’s standstill. NSA

the Agriculture Bill. This needs to be passed

improve the Bill for the better.”

Chief Executive Phil Stocker comments: “Before

in order for our transition period and future

caught up by this. Mr Stocker says: “I am aware

it can become a law, a Bill must gain the

people will have made business decisions this

approval of both Houses in Parliament and

December we had been assured that all possible

welcomed by NSA and other cross industry

risks had been assessed and the Government

organisations as it was anticipated to save

was happy to proceed, so we were shocked to be

NSA is disappointed by the

informed this was not the case.”
NSA has expressed its frustration at this

help the UK regain third country status upon its

delay and will continue to push for the change

spring based on the expectations of these

goes through a series of stages in each to do

departure from the EU, something NSA agrees is

to be made in time for next season. Mr Stocker

rules changing and, on behalf of NSA, I’d like to

so. Since 20th November the Bill has stagnated

an absolute priority in the event of a no-deal.

continues: “We have been told now that formal

apologise if we have become tangled up with

NSA Chief Executive Phil Stocker explains:

legislative change is needed and this will require

“Following a change in EU rules in 2018, Defra

a consultation to take place. This is the first time

gave the go ahead for us to begin making the

we have heard anything about this, and it leads

change to a calendar date. However, earlier this

me to conclude there is no way this can take

using written statements and agreements from

year, it quickly became apparent there was some

place this season.”

Defra and our Farming Minister and are as

included on schedule one of the Bill would
put our sector at a disadvantage if our produce

giving what have become incorrect messages to

of MPs make amendments) and its report stage

number of MPs requesting them to support

were to be marketed differently or not have

industry.

(where all MPs are able to offer amendments).”

amendments relevant to three areas: production

protections from imported goods.”

disappointed as anyone about this situation.”

NSA Scottish Region’s new Treasurer Mary
Dunlop and Vice Chairman Maimie Paterson

accepting and answering

committee have been busy ensuring the sheep

recently met with Mairi Gougeon, Scottish Minister

questions from various stakeholders on a wide

sector in Scotland is well represented.

for Rural Affairs and the Natural Environment, and

range of topics, giving us the opportunity to raise

Fergus Ewing, Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy,

the issue of the lamb markets post-Brexit.

where they discussed predation and future support.

I have also attended an SRUC industry interface

I also had the chance to speak directly to Fergus

day looking at the research and studies they are

Scottish Parliament. The Bill is intended to tighten

Ewing and put NSA Scottish Regions concerns

carrying out on various diseases affecting the

up legislation in Scotland to give the police

directly to him. This opportunity came during a

sheep flock. Despite the recent changes in the

more powers to deal with dogs and their owners,

debate with Secretary of State for Defra Michael

region, please rest assured that NSA Scottish

where they attack and cause harm and damage to

Gove and Fergus Ewing, which I attended alongside

Region is continuing to work hard to represent the

livestock.

my predecessor, John Fyall. The Ministers were

interests of Scottish sheep farmers.
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have attended many meetings where different

cases of sheep scab, NSA Northern Ireland Region supported and agreed

scenarios of the outcome have been discussed. One thing is for sure,

with the need to react to prevent the disease becoming a major problem.

agriculture will change whatever the outcome.

There has been an apparent increase in scab in parts of Northern Ireland

Welsh Government will be consulting further following the responses

with even some closed flocks being affected. The disease is a significant

to its ‘Brexit and our Land’ work and we will begin to see the way

welfare concern for affected sheep, as well as an economic concern

forward with new schemes that will replace BPS in time. I think we will

for farmers and the wool industry. There are limitations to some of the

need a little stability going forward and shouldn’t rush into any change.

treatment options and resistance, as has been reported across the rest of the
UK, to some of the products licensed to treat and prevent scab.
We look to the Welsh Sheep Scab Industry Group, a collection of vets,
union leaders and stakeholders, and its success in securing commitment

At the end of April, a tender document should be available for an
RDP bid with regard to the £5 million Welsh Government has offered
for eradication of sheep scab, which we look forward to seeing.
NSA Cymru/Wales Region, along with everyone else, is disappointed

from its Government to make significant funding available. This is something

at the carcase splitting delay and we will keep pushing on this,

Northern Ireland could build on to help tackle the issue here.

and will be involved in a sheep carcase classification stakeholder
engagement meeting. Further details will be given when they are
available.
We are also pleased to see the Royal Agricultural Benevolent
Institution (RABI) is working with Welsh Government to provide

members here in Northern Ireland also farm cattle and so are concerned

one-off discretionary grants to farmers in Wales suffering hardship

at the suggested proposals Deara has put together for amendments to the

following the 2018 summer drought. The Welsh Government has made

Nitrates Action Programme (NAP). Most of the changes are unacceptable

£240,000 available to give to Welsh working farmers still battling the

to farmers, who have to deal with the practical implications, and the

knock-on effects of last year’s prolonged heatwave. All claims will be

particularly worrying plans on ammonia emissions should arguably be dealt

assessed and distributed by RABI. One-off, fixed payments of £3,000

with in the Ammonia Action Plan rather than adding to NAP.

per household will be available to farmers in Wales who are struggling

Covering outdoor slurry storage facilities, phasing out spreader splash

www.ballofmadley-hereford.co.uk
‘ H a n d

As I write this Brexit still dominates the news, and I

Surgeons Practicing in Northern Ireland on the increase in

Although NSA is a body representing sheep farmers, we know most of our

If it’s not our name on the bag,
It’s NOT our salt!

01594 546935 info@agpolytunnels.co.uk
www.agpolytunnels.co.uk
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By Helen Roberts, Regional Development Officer

At a recent meeting of the Association of Veterinary

than toothing.

• Imported and graded by us • No waste
• Largelump size • Delivered nationwide

Other sizes
available
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Support needed in
uncertain times

By Edward Adamson, Regional Development Officer

The sheep sector in Northern Ireland is disappointed the Government has

bom
T H E

Action needed to halt
rise of sheep scab

stalled on its commitment to use the 30th June date to age sheep rather

EST 1970

9m x 18m
(30ft x 60ft)
100 ewes size
£2350 +VAT

Stocker adds: “We were concerned not being

works for sheep farmers. It has contacted a

Chairman, myself and the rest of the regional

MSP’s Members Bill on livestock attacks at the

goods requiring marketing protection. Mr

Amendments

between committee stage (where a select group

By Jen Craig, Regional Chairman

In February I was at the launch of Emma Harper

payments to be secured.”

NSA has been working hard to ensure the Bill

Busy introduction for new Scottish Region committee
Since taking up the position of NSA Scottish Region

NSA has also written its own amendment,
which would add ‘sheepmeat’ to the list of

“We were working to keep industry informed

NSA would like to apologise to anyone

confusion as markets and abattoirs hadn’t been

and food standards relating to UK market

optimistically, that the Agriculture Bill should

The decision, announced in late 2018, was widely

However, it has now been put on hold to

NSA is concerned by this standstill, as the Bill

September last year, Defra suggested, somewhat

that a legislative change would be needed. In

industry an estimated £24 million per year.

NSA POLICY

NSA POLICY

NSA disappointed on
carcase splitting reversal

to meet living costs due to last summer’s prolonged dry spell. Details

plates and banning the use of urea will add significant financial costs to

are available on their website and I hope this will support those

farmers with no return on the investment required.

among us who are still feeling the effects of last summer.
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Working hard and finding a good employer
is key to being a successful shepherd

NSA and the Company of Merchants
of the Staple of England are delighted
to be jointly offering the NSA Next
Samuel Wharry Memorial Award for
the Next Generation in the form of
£2,750 travel bursaries to support two
young people (aged 21-34) in study
trips to explore a topic of their choice
related to sheep production.

Lauren Bird, 28, a shepherd in the
Scottish Borders, manages 1,700
ewes for Craig Bradbury.

Samuel Wharry of Carnlough, County Antrim, a past
NSA Chairman, was an advocate of applying science

are an incredible opportunity for two individuals
involved in the UK sheep sector or ancillary
industries to receive £2,750 each to design
separate trips suited to their own situation. Having
can travel wherever they wish, pick up as much

legacy for him and a boost for young sheep farmers.
Joanne Briggs, NSA Operations Director, explains:
“Sam’s enthusiasm, curiosity and practical nature
will live on through these travel bursaries. They

NSA is working with the Company of

information as possible and then share their

Merchants of the Staple of England.

findings.
“Applications are online and involve a series of

our flocks. However, being out with my dogs on the
watching the flock change with the seasons makes

Wadhurst, East Sussex. She says: “James had a

the job worthwhile for me.”

massive impact on my future direction. I always
enjoyed working with sheep prior to this, having

only open until midnight on Monday 22nd April so

helped at lambing, and sort of fell into a career

why its relevant to you and the UK sheep sector,

act now!”

I love. There’s a real thrill to the entire job. Be it

and where you want to go in the world. Support

working your dog on the hill, lambing, selling your

and mentoring will be offered to the two successful Find out more and apply online at
applicants, so all you need at this stage is a good
www.nationalsheep.org.uk/next-generation/travel-

lambs or selecting for slaughter or through the

idea and plenty of enthusiasm. But applications are

enjoyment even through the tough times.”

NSA relies on your
membership It funds our
vital work and we
appreciate you staying
on board.

move forward with our businesses and security of

Lauren started her career for James Fuggle at

questions asking about the topic you want to study,

the Staple for this new partnership to ensure a

Brexit, and we need some resolution so we can all

hill gathering or day to day checking the sheep and

identified a subject they want to learn about, they

and technology on-farm – and NSA is grateful to

says: “At the moment there is some concern with

bursary.

NSA Next Generation
summer events
NSA Next Generation is planning five two-day
residential sessions throughout the UK.

ring, it’s a job that provides a lot of challenges and

Challenges
Lauren’s boss runs 6,500 ewes across four farms.

Long-term goal
In the next few years, Lauren says she is hoping
to put down some more permanent roots. She
comments: “I like Scotland and I like my current
job. My long-term goal has always been to do my
own thing, but Brexit offers a lot of uncertainties.
Perhaps from that exciting opportunities might
present themselves, but for the time being I intend
to stay where I am. There are benefits to being
employed when you find a position that suits.”

Lauren says being out on the hills
with her dogs makes the job.

She explains: “I help out on the other farms
during busy times, but my main flock is 1,700
Scotch, North Country and Chevit Mule ewes
that lamb during May with lambs sold as stores

Being out with my dogs on the hill, checking the sheep and watching the

through Longtown.”

flock change with the seasons makes the job worthwhile for me.

All farming work has its challenges and working
as an employed shepherd is no different. Lauren

Lauren Bird

Each event will have a different theme, but all will involve farm visits,
technical message and an overnight stay spent socialising with likeminded young enthusiasts.
The events will be heavily subsidised, costing less than £100 per
person for accommodation, food and travel, and spaces will be allocated
on a first-come first-served basis for up to 50 people per session.
With the finer details still to be confirmed, there will be sessions
on grassland management (Northern Ireland, July), profitable lamb
production (Scotland, July), sheepmeat supply chains (Wales, August),
flock health (Southern England, August) and getting into sheep farming
(Central England, September).

More than two decades into his
career as an employed shepherd,
for the past four years Martyn
Fletcher has been managing 3,000
breeding Romneys and 1,000 ewe
lambs for replacement and sale for
Dineley Farming, Wiltshire.

the quality of meat and wool we produce.”
Martyn says embracing the work and the
lifestyle that comes with it is an important part of

Martyn became a shepherd 23 years
ago to support his family.

being an employed shepherd, as well as hard work.

Work hard
He says: “My advice to young shepherds is to be
conscientious and work to the best of your ability
to add value to the business. But it is important to
find an employer that is appreciative.”

More details in the next edition of Sheep Farmer or register your interest
by emailing enquiries@nationalsheep.org.uk.

Initially Martyn was a contract shepherd/fencer.

He further believes it is important to spend

He says: “I did that for 10 years but then decided

income wisely. He says: “Its essential to plan for

to learn. He concludes: “One thing I wish I’d

to focus my career to be an employed shepherd

your future and make sensible investments to do

known when I was younger and just starting out

to enable me to spend more time with my young

so. One very sensible investment is some good

is that large numbers of sheep can lamb outside

family.”

gear! I have seen many young people struggling

with little to no assistance and thrive on grass

Perception

with the weather, but with some good waterproofs,

– something that would have saved me a lot of

boots and wool clothing, you’ll be fine.”

pressure back then.”

“I have lots of challenges in my job, but the one I’m

Martyn has also found there are always things

most worried about is the media/public
perception of UK farming. There is a lack of
value placed on the food we produce, the falling
consumption of sheepmeat and use of wool.”
Martyn believes the entire industry has a
responsibility to be proactive in the education
of the public - our customers. He adds: “I am very
proud of the high standard of animal welfare and

18
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My advice to young shepherds is to be conscientious and work to the
best of your ability … But it is important to find an appreciative employer.
Martyn Fletcher
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NEXT GENERATION

NEXT GENERATION

Travel overseas with a £2,750
Next Generation bursary

Glyn Davies, a Suffolk contractor
running a shearing gang, was
targeted by undercover animal rights
activists last spring.

something was amiss.
He says: “I received a phone call from Channel

Kevin Harrison, a shepherd from near Bristol,
says he had a similar scenario where he was

4 news, saying they had a video they were going

approached by somebody who he believes did

to publish and expose my name in, asking if

not have honest intentions.

I wanted to comment.” He says he requested

Mr Harrison says: “I had an advert on the NSA

details and was sent an email containing a few

Lambing List and was contacted by a young

Mr Davies was seeking a wool handler to join

still images of the video but was declined any

woman. She provided her CV with a Linkedin

his gang for a few days, before his usual handler

of the footage. He comments: “I couldn’t think

address. On her profile it said she was an active

could start. He recalls: “I put out a message on

we had anything to hide, but I didn’t want to say

member of a few animal ‘rights’ organisations.”

social media to see if anyone I knew could help,

anything that might cause me more issues, so I

As linkedin (a form of social media aimed at

then had a phone call out of the blue from a

said no.”

professionals) informs people when their profile

chap who was looking for a job for a few weeks
before he started elsewhere.”
Mr Davies spoke to this person to see whether
he had the necessary skills and availability for
the role. He continues: “He said he’d worked as a

The reason his name was not broadcast and

is viewed, Mr Harrison believes she realised he

the images were blurred was due to this, as he

had seen her profile and he didn’t hear from her

withdrew his consent by not commenting, which

again.

was not made clear to him at the time.

New shearing guidelines
provide positive point of
reference this season
If you find yourself having to defend what you do
against criticism you know you have a problem. Either
with things that need addressing, or with an inaccurate
perception of what you’re doing, or both.

SPECIAL FEATURE

SPECIAL FEATURE

Be aware of imposters with an anti-farming
agenda throughout lambing and shearing

By Phil Stocker, NSA Chief Executive

efficiently as possible.
I encourage everyone to take time to read the new guidelines, available
on the NSA website, well in advance of shearing and then read them again
nearer the time. The guidelines consider the welfare of sheep, the welfare
of the shearers, the quality of wool, the potential for transmission of scab
mites and infectious diseases and avoiding risks.

He adds: “I can’t exaggerate enough how

NSA is tackling the issue in two ways, by identifying and resolving

There were areas within the guidance where we had little evidence

important it is to check on who is coming to

problems, and educating the non-farming community about farming

to draw on, and where different guidance would be right for different

work for you. I have nothing to hide at all, but

rousey for a gang in Australia previously and his

Footage

practices. There are increasing expectations from our marketplace, be that

situations. Emptying bellies is a good example, shearing full bellied sheep

timings fitted in well with mine. He didn’t seem

Having seen the footage when it was broadcast,

I worry how certain farming practices can be

in the form of people who buy the products we produce or as taxpayers

will create discomfort and cause sheep to struggle as well as make a mess

suspicious at all, not over keen or pushy, as you

Mr Davies comments: “You can’t defend some

misconstrued.”

who fund farming support.

on the shearing boards – but giving guidance on how long they should be

might expect.”

of the things shown in the full video and it

Mr Davies agrees with this, saying his

We have a good starting place because sheep farming is regularly seen

Mr Davies says he further offered the man

wouldn’t be right for me to do so. But I can say

experience has left a ‘bitter taste’. He adds:

as positive in terms of its relationship with the environment, the pivotal

some accommodation with the rest of the gang,

my gang always work with the highest integrity

“I have the video on my phone now. If my

role it plays in rural communities and in terms of animal welfare. But the

but was turned down due to ‘food intolerances’.

and behaviour below standard is not acceptable.

customers question it, I am more than happy to

damage that can be done by exposure of even the tiniest proportion of

The footage shows a brief clip where my lad

watch it with them and discuss it. It hasn’t had

practices that cant be defended far outweighs all the good work.

lost his temper for a few moments, after nine

much of an impact on my business as people I

He adds: “I took that at face value as I had no

hours a day of shearing for weeks, when a sheep

work with know me and know I am not a cruel

reason to suspect anything was amiss. He said

kicked out at him and hurt

he had friends nearby and could stay with them. I

him. If this behaviour was

was happy with that, provided he made it to work

consistent or malicious, I would

with the rest of the gang. I wasn’t suspicious of

certainly have put a stop to it,

anything, he was excellent at the job and I asked

and I would not employ them.

him to come back for shearing in 2019. He was

The footage caught a few

friendly and we all got on well.”

moments of slipped behaviour

Face value

Mr Davies says he paid the man in full and

other animals where no slips

rest of the season. It wasn’t August he realised

occurred.”

have arrived at a set of guidelines that are practical and effective.

Constant awareness
Best practice must become common practice and everyone should be
acting as though they have a member of the public constantly looking over
their shoulder. The more extreme campaigning organisations are treading
a dangerous line here because they will be found out for their inaccurate
and misleading messages and they will lose any trust they hold. But we
have to stop giving them any opportunity and that is why we joined forces
with other industry bodies to produce guidelines for farmers, shepherds

and didn’t show the countless

carried on with his regular handler for the

away from feed is dependant on a lot of different factors. Hopefully we

and contractors involved in shearing sheep.
Anyone who handles sheep knows it can be frustrating at times. Time
pressures and poor handling equipment can contribute hugely and when
it comes to shearing the calmer everything is the easier the job goes. This
is why a wide range of farming organisations agreed to come together to
develop and promote a new set of guidelines for everyone involved in the
shearing operation.
These encourage good preparation and presentation of sheep, well
planned and maintained facilities, good relationships with any contractors,
and to make sure the actual job of shearing is done as calmly and

Organisations behind the guidance
Glyn Davies was targeted by
animal rights groups in 2018.
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Adaptation and a drive to succeed are
key to future success for new trustee
By Eleanor Phipps, NSA

With an enterprise of 1,000 ewes,
Jonny Farmer has plenty to keep him
busy alongside his new role as an NSA
Trustee.

Romneys, but says they are shifting the proportion

closed flock, Jonny comments: “I weigh my ewe

towards more Romneys going forward. Jonny

lambs every year and those that hit 60% of their

says: “The Romneys seems to suit the grass-based

mature weight go to the tup. Anything under that

system more and are more robust and consistent

will wait another year. In the next few years I

for what we’re expecting from them, and have

would like to work on my Romneys genetics and I

good maternal traits. The Lleyns can be variable

hope there will be more of a market for this here

An NSA Next Generation Ambassador who joined

on how they perform so I’m planning to gradually

in Northern Ireland.”

the NSA programme and the NSA Northern Ireland

shift our numbers away from Lleyns and into more

Region Committee in 2015, Jonny was asked to

Romneys.”

become the region’s trustee last year. But despite

For Jonny the emphasis throughout the year
is on body condition scoring. Ewes that don’t

Jonny works over three different units

reach their target condition score are fed maize

this quick rise through the NSA ranks, Jonny’s

amounting to 180ha (450 acres) over a 20-mile

for the last few weeks before tupping. The ewes

focus remains firmly fixed on his work as farm

area. “Most of the land we farm on is LFA, but we’re

are kept on good pasture and, according to grass

manager on McMullan farms for Alex and Margaret

working to adapt the sheep system and improve

availability, this will sometimes be done off the

McMullan.

the land to find a compromise between production

farm.

Employed shepherd
“Quite unusually in Northern Ireland, rather than
working on a family farm I am an employed
shepherd, as well as managing other aspects of the
farm,” says Jonny, explaining he joined the business
at the time they were establishing their flock,
allowing him to influence and make decisions on
what they bought and how they farmed.
Four years later and Jonny says things are
shifting: “It’s been a very interesting few years and
we’ve been making changes as we learn about the
land and how well the sheep deal with it.”
Currently Jonny manages 500 Lleyns and 500

Investment has been made
on durable fencing.

and environment,” he says. “Our ethos is simplicity
for profitability, and I think every year we’re getting
better at that.”
With lambing beginning in the second week of
April, mainly outdoors, Jonny ensures the lambing
fields are well rested for at least 100 days before
he moves the ewes in, two weeks before they
are due to lamb. He says: “I bring the ewes in in
each acre. The grass cover is 1,400-2,000kg of
dry matter per hectare.” The sheep are stocked
according to what they’re carrying and the quality
of grass cover, with the triplets and twins having
the better-quality grazing.

Tupping

us. They’re simple, sturdy and cheap to run, and we
aim to breed sheep that deliver those principles.

course, Brexit. We don’t know what is coming and

10-15%, and aims to have everything sold well

we all must be willing to adapt. We also have a

before tupping, with the exception of replacement

more general problem in Northern Ireland with

He says: “We’ll tup away if we don’t have the

ewes. He is further hoping to be able to start

fluke, which is due to the weather and, with wet

available grass, as a lot of our land is older leys

sourcing his tups from his own lambs in time and

winters and warmer summers, this is increasingly

and rougher grazing and is in the process of being

is considering using a five-family system, whereby

becoming an issue and something I’m putting a lot

improved. We scan in February and, at that point,

every fifth year they come around, to avoid

of thought into at the moment.

the singles will come home and go onto the

inbreeding.

Available grass

“In line with our simplicity for profitability

Farm facts
• 182ha (450-acre) farm across
three units.
• Cow unit of 120 suckler cattle.
• Mostly less favoured area land.

ethos, I am working on improving our systems,”

ways to improve before and I hope we can keep

• Closed flock of 1,000 ewes.

them at home. We’ll keep the multiples away for as

Jonny says, explaining the immediate focus in on

doing so. We weren’t fetching the best prices

long as possible to keep them on better grass.”

rotational grazing, something he hopes will save

when we started out and finishing lambs was

• Outdoor lambing in early April.

This year Jonny has scanned in at 180% with

money and improve their own land, and durable

proving very costly. But rather than ploughing on

2% empty and will lamb the majority outdoors,

metal fencing has been purchased to assist with

with practices we could see weren’t working, we

depending on grass availability. This, he says,

that. He says: “Usually I’d be looking for land to

stepped back, looked at what wasn’t working, and

is where the Romneys come into their own. He

rent but, as we have our land here, I’d like to really

tried a different approach. Now our main focus

comments: “We’re looking to keep things as simple

work on improving it. I plan to be more methodical

is not on finishing lambs and we don’t finish at

as possible and the Romneys take a lot of the

and carefully measure the grass, and I’m thinking

any cost. Depending on grass availability we’ll

Romney tups, to breed a small number of

complexity out for us. They’re simple, sturdy and

I’ll have two to four-day shifts.”

finish whatever amount seems appropriate and

replacement females and produce lambs suitable

cheap to run, and we aim to breed sheep that

for the store market, while his Romneys are bred

deliver those principles.”
He will wean the lambs in mid-July and sell

Improvements
Jonny mostly finishes on grass, reducing costs
future to mix things up by adding some red clover
and other seeds to the mix. However, there is
still some way to go, and Jonny sees this, along

We scan in February and, at that
point, the singles will come home
and go onto the rougher grazing
as we don’t want to waste money
renting land for them to graze if we
can sustain them at home.

with improving the genetics of his Romneys, as
something he would like to achieve in the next
five years.
He says: “We still have plenty to do here and
every year we’re discovering new things to work on.
At the moment I can see opportunities ahead, as
long as we take precautions and are prepared for
different situations.”
When they first started the flock, Jonny says he

Jonny Farmer

and the McMullan family had difficulty keeping
costs down. Every year they are implementing

Jonny has been working to

gradual changes to adapt and streamline the

improve his grassland and

business, although there are still challenges.

reclaim poor land.
SHEEPFARMER

challenges going forward but we have found

more consistent results.

renting land for them to graze if we can sustain

by not buying hard feeds, and he hopes in the
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“I believe it is going to be one of our biggest

This year Jonny put his Lleyns to Suffolk and

pure. Producing his own replacements within a

Jonny says the Romneys deliver

Jonny Farmer

the smallest as stores, only finishing the top

rougher grazing as we don’t want to waste money

the last week of March at approximately five to

We’re looking to keep things as simple as possible
and the Romneys take a lot of the complexity out for

Jonny says: “We have challenges with, of
www.nationalsheep.org.uk
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we’re doing a lot better for it, but we still have
improvements to make.”
Jonny first joined NSA after seeing an advert for
the NSA Next Generation Ambassador programme
on Twitter. He says: “I was running some of my
own sheep at the time and had a ewe lamb
contract with Tesco. I was looking to develop my
shepherding skills and knowledge and thought
the programme seemed ideal for me. I applied, and

Jonny Farmer.

now four years later here I am!”
Once Jonny completed the programme, he
joined NSA Northern Ireland Region Committee
and soon rose to the position of Vice Chairman,

did a great job for us, and I’m hoping to be able to
continue that.”
As an NSA Next Generation Ambassador, Jonny

before, in 2018, being asked to represent NSA

is always looking for opportunities to learn and

Northern Ireland Region as Trustee.

develop his knowledge of the industry and being

Jonny says: “It’s a very interesting role and I’m
enjoying it. I hope to be able to represent the

an NSA Trustee is no different.
He concludes: “It is apparent there is some

interests of NSA members in Northern Ireland to

real knowledge and experience within the board

inform the NSA Board of what is important to us. I

and I hope to be able to learn from them to help

also would like to be able to recruit more members

myself and other young people as we begin to step

in Northern Ireland. My predecessor John Blaney

towards leading the industry of the future.”
SHEEPFARMER
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Sheep worrying by dogs remains a
serious issue as 2019 campaign begins

As this year’s winter
weather has been so
different from last,
parasites may not
be behaving as we’d
Nicola Noble, NSA
expect. So whatByshould
we be looking out for
to avoid unpleasant
surprises?

Update on
NSA research
By Nicola Noble, NSA

With sheep attacks by dogs seemingly
occurring more frequently than ever,
NSA is continuing to work in this area.

other organisations to spread the message is

The spring 2019 campaign will include a

the way forward. We will continue to work with

series of dog worrying graphics, as in previous

Farmers Guardian on the ‘Take the Lead’ campaign

years, as well as an all new video campaign.

to raise public awareness, while also highlighting

Miss Phipps continues: “The videos have a few

that responsible dog ownership is more than just

different themes, from how attacks affect farmers

Accordingly, NSA has launched its 2019 dog

when out walking. Our close engagement with the

lives to finding ways to prevent them. The videos

worrying social media campaign and is inviting

police (more below) and organisations working

are no longer than a minute long, and we hope

members to share the messages far and wide. NSA

to amend the laws around this will also carry on -

will be shared to put the message directly in

Communications Officer Eleanor Phipps comments:

and it is heartening to see the consultation on this

front of people who may have unruly dogs in the

“NSA believes combining forces with a range of

in Scotland.”

countryside.”

Sergeant Tom Carter, Sussex Police

PC David Allen, North Wales Police

Livestock worrying is a heavily misunderstood area of

In 2013 North Wales Police was one of the first

policing, widely seen as a low priority by enforcement

forces in the UK to set up a dedicated Rural Crime

and government bodies. The real impact of this issue

Team with the task of investigating agricultural

is only recently being recognised with a small national

and wildlife crimes. It became apparent livestock

group of police and partner agencies working to spread the

attacks by dogs was a major and often under reported

awareness of this crime.

concern to our agricultural community.

There is great disparity on how livestock worrying is policed with some

Unfortunately, the true scale of livestock attacks nationally is not

forces providing more resources to the prevention and investigation than

known, as the Home Office do not require police in England and

others. Forces with more urban centres prioritise tackling issues of knife

Wales to record official figures. In North Wales we voluntary record the

crime, criminal gangs and drugs.

number of attacks. Since September 2013 there have been just under

But by looking at the long-term damage caused to livestock businesses
through dogs attacking and worrying livestock, a number of forces have

600 attacks with 124 reported so far in 2019.
Livestock attacks are dealt with under an old act, the Dogs

HyData tapeworm study
NSA is supporting this Liverpool University project investigating the
UK distribution of the dog tapeworm Echinococcus granulosus. Dogs act
as an intermediate host, spreading the parasite through faeces. Sheep
ingest the parasite whilst grazing, leading to significant production losses for livestock farmers. The
parasite is also zoonotic meaning it can cause debilitating disease in humans. This project is part of
a larger PhD project sampling Echinococcus in sheep and cattle at slaughter, hunting hounds and
canine zoo animals in the UK. Results are due out August this year, so make sure you take part before
then. Details at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/news.

Lameness work
This Warwick University research should provide an insight
into current lameness levels and management in UK sheep
flocks. NSA members have been invited to take part in
a questionnaire - and there is still time to complete it if
you haven’t already. We really appreciate your input. The
information collected will further our understanding of footrot distribution and assess environmental
factors that contribute to patterns of footrot levels over time. Results are due out at the end of the year.

Sheep grazing
‘Sustainable Economic and Ecological Grazing Systems Learning from Innovative Practitioners’ (SEEGSLIP) is a four-

found finances to not only investigative work but research to prevent

(Protection of Livestock) Act 1953, which has some faults. However, the

year project running from September 2018 to investigate

and detect these matters. I have been researching and testing the

issue is being looked at by the police, Government and the farming

the economical, ecological, agronomic and social impacts of

use of DNA to provide that vital evidential link between a dog and an

sector, including NSA. The group is also exploring upgrading the law,

rearing ruminants on grazed and conserved pasture and forage. Working with around 60 Pasture

attacked animal. Although this approach is not perfect, it does provide

such as improving the power of seizure, making it a recordable offence

for Life farmers, the same sustainability assessments that were used on the iSAGE project are

the opportunity to obtain sufficient evidence to secure positive outcomes.

and having cases heard at Crown court.

being conducted. As a project stakeholder, NSA is providing expert advice, acting as a sounding

Signs warning of sheep have proven to be effective for those responsible

The emphasis of a new National Police Chiefs Council livestock

dog walkers, but stricter measures are required for those irresponsible

offences group is ‘Your dog - your responsibility’, as data from North

dog owners who don’t pay attention.

Wales shows 89% of attacks are by unaccompanied dogs that escape.

For repeat offenders the police have the option of turning to anti-social

You can help by reporting any and all to the police. Nothing will

behaviour legislation, which allows significant controls to be placed on

change without evidence and if you never report it, officially it has

dog owners. In extreme cases potentially even removing an individual’s

never happened.

board for ideas to ensure relevance to the sector and, as results become available, will be
involved in disseminating the outcomes.

Restoring soil quality
reintegrating leys and sheep into arable rotations, to increase the
scientific evidence of the benefits to both sheep and arable farmers. Leys
were established at the end of 2018 with grazing due to begin this spring. Another four-year project

What the law currently says
All UK nations currently work to the Dogs (Protection of Livestock) Act 1953,
but NSA is working to see this updated.

NSA is pleased to be linked with a four-year

• Limited animals are covered by the act.

Wellcome Trust-funded project on ‘farm-level

• Local authorities (dog wardens) cannot prosecute. It is a police matter only.

• Police can only have a warrant to enter a house to identify a dog and not seize it.
• The act is summary only, meaning any case will only ever be heard in a magistrates court
with its limited sentencing powers, despite some attacks costing the victim thousands of
pounds of loss.

SHEEPFARMER

interdisciplinary approaches to endemic livestock
disease’ (FIELD). Kicked off in September 2018,

• Police cannot seize the dog if the owner is known.
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in its early days but the evidence gathered will further support NSA policy work in this area.

Endemic livestock disease

www.nationalsheep.org.uk

the work will link science, social science and the
humanities to inform the sustainable reduction of
endemic disease in UK livestock farming by looking
deeper into the past. Focusing on lameness in sheep
and BVD in cattle, it will be interesting to see how
things have changed, or not, over the past years.
APRIL / MAY 2019

Liver fluke – challenge has been later
and lower than normal, but many cattle
and sheep will be carrying low fluke
burdens into spring. With only small
numbers of adult fluke, animals are
unlikely to show any signs of disease,
but these few adults can produce
enough eggs to provide a significant
autumn challenge. Testing for evidence
of fluke infection before cattle and
sheep go onto spring pastures will
allow treatment to minimise pasture
contamination with fluke eggs,
reducing the fluke risk for autumn.
Coccidiosis – mostly a risk to young
animals. Hygiene in calving and
lambing areas to minimise transfer
of faecal material to teats and then
suckling calves or lambs can reduce
risk. Monitoring oocyst levels, and
strategic treatment before clinical
signs develop, will help prevent
the significant growth check that
subclinical coccidial infections cause.
Nematodirus – this seasonal parasite
challenge could be present much earlier
than in ’normal‘ years. The SCOPS
Nematodirus forecast (www.scops.org.
uk/forecasts/nematodirus-forecast/)
will show when the risk warrants
treatment on your farm.

NSA is also involved in the SARIC project looking at soil quality when

right of access to land or the destruction of a dog.

SPECIAL FEATURE

SPECIAL FEATURE

ADVERTISEMENT

Blowfly strike – another seasonal
parasite that is weather/temperature
dependant. If the temperature stays
above average we should expect an
earlier blowfly challenge.
For more information, visit
www.farmanimalhealth.co.uk.
Ask your vet or animal health adviser
for farm specific advice.

Anything else to report?
Two projects with NSA involvement will have

Matthew Colston

results out soon - the EU-wide iSAGE project
looking at sustainable production, and a Defrafunded UK sheep genetic identification scoping
study. Watch this space for news.

Ruminant Technical
Consultant, Elanco
Elanco Animal Health, Lilly House, Priestley
Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire, RG24 9NL.
Tel +44 (0)1256 353131. © 2019 Elanco or its
affiliates. PM-UK-19-0075. rdp30591

30591 Elanco Vet Column 60x271.indd 1
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Since its relaunch in 2018 the Farm
Safety Partnership (FSP) has been
making strides towards improving
awareness of safety around the farm.

TECHNICAL

SPECIAL FEATURE

NSA reminds members to stay
focused on farm safety in 2019

Simple, effective
prevention of
coccidiosis

this spring should provide some good guidance to
ensure everyone can farm safely, reducing risks to
them, their employees and colleagues and family
members on farm.”
Working alongside the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE), FSP has produced updated

Key themes where a high number of accidents and

guidelines to identify and understand common

fatalities are recorded have been the chosen focus

risks to health and safety on farm in a new

areas of the partnership. These have included

publication titled ‘What a good farm looks like’.

transport and machinery, falls from height and the

The new booklet includes top tips when working

presence of children on farm. Now FSP is turning

with livestock, in particular cattle, to improve

its attention to the risks of handling livestock.

safety.

Katie James, NSA Communications Officer, who

Mrs James continues: “The focus of the

represents NSA on the partnership, reports: “As

guidelines is on handling and the grazing of

sheep farmers we are often less wary of risks

livestock in fields with public access. Of course, for

from working with livestock, with sheep generally

many farmers the tips are common sense, but it is

posing little threat to the shepherd. But this does

good to remind ourselves of the dangers we face

not mean we should be neglectful of the issue,

on a daily basis.”

and as many sheep farmers also keep smaller

Download a copy of the HSE booklet ‘What a good

numbers of cattle on farm too, the work of FSP

farm looks like’ from www.hse.gov.uk/agriculture.

While sheep carry less risks,
shepherds should still be aware of
farming dangers.

Top tips for ATV safety
With all-terrain vehicles being the
cornerstone of most sheep farms,
Can-am offers these rider safety tips.
• Make sure that the loads carried on the racks
are secure and evenly balanced and do not
exceed the capacity of the ATV.
• Always be aware of your surroundings and
keep your eyes peeled for any pedestrians,

livestock, obstructions or other vehicles.

backwards, select a low gear and use engine

• Inspect the ATV before use to ensure that it is

braking.

in good working order.

• When working a new area, make sure you

• Avoid sudden increases in speed as this is one

walk the route before riding through it. This will

of the common causes for an overturned vehicle.

give you a better perspective of the dangers or

• Always wear the correct personal protective

obstacles that you could come across.

equipment (PPE) such as a helmet, boots, long

• Be aware of changes in ground conditions as

sleeve shirt and trousers when out riding.

these could affect the loads you are carrying or

• When riding across a slope, keep your weight

the attachments you are pulling.

forward. When going downhill, slide your weight

• Always read the owner’s manual.

“

Ask your vet for more details.

protective gear when using an ATV.
SHEEPFARMER

Richard Atkinson
Gillrudding Grange farm
client of Bishopton Vet Group

Advice on the use of Tolracol or other therapies should be sought from your veterinary surgeon. Tolracol contains
toltrazuril. UK: POM-V. IE: POM. Further information available in the SPC or from KRKA UK Limited, Churchill House,
1 London Road, Slough, SL3 7FJ. Tel +44 (0)207 400 3352. Email info.uk@krka.biz. www.krka.co.uk Date of preparation
March 2017 Use Medicines Responsibly (www.noah.co.uk/responsible).

Ensure you are wearing suitable
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I know coccidiosis is a
problem on our farm,
so I’m using Tolracol

www.nationalsheep.org.uk
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Marketing activities around the country
promoting your product to the consumer

Lamb naans are just one of the
delicious dishes available.

A QMS campaign to inspire consumers in
Scotland about how versatile, tasty and
simple to cook Scotch Lamb is has generated
impressive results. The ‘Scotch Lamb Naturally’
campaign included, for the first time, television
advertising as part of the promotional mix, along
with billboard, press, digital, social and radio
advertising.
The campaign, which ran in August, September
and October last year, resulted in a 27% increase
in spend per buyer and a 20% increase in volume
purchased per buyer according to figures from
Kantar Worldpanel. The TV advertising was
part of a major drive behind Scotch Lamb PGI,
partly financed by £200,000 of support from the
Scottish Government.

The campaign highlighted what sets Scotch

To promote the versatility, health benefits and taste of beef and lamb to UK millennials, AHDB

Lamb PGI apart and reached more than 95% of

has recruited celebrity cooking champ and fitness fanatic Spencer Matthews to be the face of

adults in Scotland. A key focus of the campaign

its campaign. Spencer has been showing his avid fan base of more than 700,000 followers easy,

was to raise awareness of Scotch Lamb as a

quick and delicious beef and lamb recipies, perfect for midweek meals.

simple, quick mid-week meal.

AHDB challenged Spencer to create a series of videos showing him making the dishes from
different cuts of beef and lamb and the first two posted on his Instagram channel have gained an

Positive response

impressive 32,000 engagements so far.

Independent consumer tracking before and
after the campaign revealed an 11% increase
in the view that lamb is quick and easy to cook
with (up from 59% to 70%) among respondents

The posts have inspired other budding cooks, with many pledging in the comments to make
Scotch lamb sampling activities
took place across Scotland.

who had seen the campaign. A significant lift
in the number of Scots viewing lamb as a great

Scottish farmers really got behind the

midweek meal was also tracked, along with a

campaign and many got involved with the Scotch

noticeable rise in consumer trust.

Lamb sampling activities took place in retailers

The tracking also revealed a significant

throughout Scotland. Butchers and chefs also

increase (9%) in willingness to pay more for

joined in and Butchers Club members received

Scotch Lamb among those who had been aware

point of sale kits and recipes kits to pass onto

of the marketing campaign.

their customers.

British Wool producers are featured in
new campaign material.

the dish that weekend or scouring the Simply Beef and Lamb website for alternative recipes.
Watch Spencer’s Instagram channel @SpencerMatthews for more recipes to come.
AHDB has also been looking at new ways to showcase the quality of lamb and beef produced
in the UK to chefs. Last year it produced a number of short films with well-known chefs looking
at how to use the whole carcase and create amazing dishes with lamb and beef.
Because of their success, AHDB has now created a second series of the ‘Off the Block’ short
films with some of the country’s top chefs, including Stoke Park’s Chris Wheeler and Dez Turland,
Group Development Chef at Brend Hotels, to inform and inspire the next generation of chefs to
cook with UK beef and lamb.
Dishes created in the videos include a shepherds’ pie with stock created from lamb bones and
a lamb curry with neck fillet, shoulder and skirt cuts.

Varied activities key to quality
lamb promotion
Since October the LMC has been advertising Northern Ireland Farm

marketing drive due to the uncertainty of
export markets post Brexit. In late-February

Celebrity endorsement promotes lamb recipes
Scotch Lamb campaign
drives encouraging sales

HCC has been undertaking a strategic GB

it took PGI Welsh Lamb and PGI Welsh Beef
samples to buyers and senior staff members
at the headquarters of one of Britain’s most
influential multiple retailers, in a joint venture
with Welsh Government. There is also ongoing
Welsh Beef and Welsh Lamb in-store sampling
in supermarkets and HCC is working with Welsh
food service and hospitality businesses at
customer engagement events.
HCC has also been involved in a Welsh
hospitality event taking place at the Houses of
Parliament in Westminster, highlighting how
Wales’ food and drink offering bolsters the overall
Welsh tourism sector.
In March HCC had a high-profile presence at
the IFE and TasteWales trade shows, which both
command the attention of retail buyers and
industry insiders. Over coming months HCC will
also be building further its partnerships online
with leading bloggers and influencers as it rollsout targeted campaigns to key target audiences
in Britain.

Specially formulated for growing lambs

Quality Assured (NIFQA) lamb on TV, radio, online, print, outdoor and
through its social media channels.
This second burst is in year two of a three-year campaign using
creative content from LMC’s successful ‘Flavour Your Life’ campaign,
originally launched in 2016. The campaign is designed to demonstrate
that lamb (and beef) can be used to provide a healthy nutritious meal

British Wool’s plans to
#ChampionWool

solution for all the family and that it is not limited to the traditional

British Wool is launching its new #ChampionWool campaign,

planning is underway for next year.

celebrating and promoting every aspect of wool production and usage.
Wool has many natural features and benefits and British Wool says
taking this message to consumers is an important part of its plans.
British Wool’s social media channels are vital tools to keep
producers and consumers up to date through blogs, videos, imagery
and industry news, and a recently launched British Wool Farm
Instagram account will reach a larger and more varied audience.
This year, British Wool has also launched a series of videos
designed to tell the British wool story from many different viewpoints.
The videos interview producers, consumers, manufacturers, retailers
and other industry stakeholders – all explaining the many benefits of
producing and using British wool.
Laura Johnson, Producer Marketing Executive commented: “The

roast.
The campaign also importantly encourages consumers to choose
NIFQA lamb. This campaign burst concluded at the end of March and

demonstration programme. Again, lamb featured in many of the 350
demonstrations in secondary schools across Northern Ireland.
Looking forward to the 2019-20 school year, it is LMC’s intention to
give schools the opportunity to win a meat hamper, therefore removing
the cost barrier to using lamb in schools. The final part of three-pronged

conversation across all of our social media platforms. Look out for
#ChampionWool on our social media channels to keep up to date.”
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Vitamins
A, D3 & E
Key vitamins to
support lamb growth

schools’ strategy is to provide practical skills courses for teachers in
Northern Ireland to ensure that teachers are confident working with and
teaching about red meat in the classroom.
With so few 16-24 years now eating lamb and school budgets limiting

Increased
Cobalt
For rumen
development

the lamb offering on the table at lunchtime, LMC is continuing to impart
positive messages about the quality of lamb available on the retail
shelves to the consumers of the future.

#ChampionWool campaign is an exciting project, which we hope our
producers will engage with and share their own stories to encourage

A highly concentrated liquid
supplement containing key
ingredients known to support
growth and development
in young and growing lambs.

March 2019 also marked the end of this year’s school cookery

Are your contact details up to date? Make sure NSA can
keep you up to date on the latest sheep industry information.

www.nationalsheep.org.uk

Contact your local Downland retailer
or telephone 01228 564498 www.downland.co.uk
APRIL / MAY 2019
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Flying the flag for
Welsh Lamb
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Tax and accountancy considerations
when diversifying your farm
By Will Eaton, Old Mill Accountants

At Old Mill we are working with an
increasing number of clients looking
to supplement their farming income
through diversification.
According to a 2017 Defra survey, more than 60%
of farming businesses in the UK have diversified
in order to support the day to day activities of
the farm.

with your accountant to produce a robust

can arise from a failure

and forward-thinking business plan will be

to do so.

invaluable when speaking to your bank about

Farmland used for agricultural purposes will

your financial requirements. You should also

generally be exempt from inheritance tax due

give careful thought to the various grants that

to it qualifying for agricultural property relief,

might be available to you as these are changing

however a change of use could see the relief

regularly and can often provide a large chunk of

removed for the asset concerned. In some case,

the money required to fund the venture.

however, business property relief will cover the

Exposure

additional value that has arisen as a result of
the change of use and therefore the implications
for inheritance tax should also be carefully

For some, this can be very rewarding and

If diversifying means you will be increasing your

might go some way to safeguarding against

exposure to dealing with the general public then

the future uncertainty faced by the sector.

you may want to think about incorporating a

However, there are no guarantees this will result

limited liability company. This will prevent you

Next steps

in increased profits and careful consideration

being held personally liable for any claims that

Diversifying your farm business could be the

should be given before deciding whether

could be brought against the business, and the

perfect next step for you but, as with all big

it is right for your business. Along with the

costs of failing to do so cannot be overstated.

ventures, make sure you have it all thought

relevant legal and planning considerations that

Running a different venture can often result in

considered.

through to really maximise your chances of

accompany many diversification decisions, there

a large number of exempt supplies being made,

are several tax and accountancy issues which

for example from holiday lets, and this can result

require careful thought.

in partial exemption issues for VAT purposes.

NSA enjoys a close working relationship with Old

As something that HMRC will often scrutinise

Mill, using the company as its own accountants

world, but it won’t be much good if you can’t

closely, it is important to fully consider the VAT

and auditors.

secure the necessary funding. Working closely

implications of diversifying and large penalties

You can have the best business idea in the

Oral hydration for lambs

success.

Rehydion Gel:
• Contains enough electrolytes
per dose to correct acidosis
• Enables lambs to stay on milk the best energy source

No
w
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• Is easy to administer

Give your lambs the
best start with Rehydion

Rehydion is an ideal supportive therapy for use in scouring and at risk lambs,
alongside good management practice
Remember, lambs should receive 50ml/kg colostrum as soon as possible and a
total of 200ml/kg within 24 hours #ColostrumIsGold
* Kynetic data 2017
Further information is available from Ceva Animal Health Ltd.,
Unit 3, Anglo Office Park, White Lion Road, Amersham, Bucks, HP7 9FB
Tel: 01494 781510 www.ceva.co.uk

It is worth speaking to your accountant
to discuss your diversification plans.
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Show your support on social
media with the hashtags:

By Phillipa Page and Fiona Lovatt, Flock Health

Following a successful lambing our
obvious aim is to do all we can to
keep as many lambs alive and off to
as good a start as possible.
With average lamb losses ranging from around
10% to more than 30% there is scope to improve
lamb survival rates on many farms. Evidence
suggests approximately half our total lamb
losses occur in the period immediately around
lambing time.

Financial impact
The costs with getting ewes to the point of

profitability of the flock and it requires careful

Streptococcus dysgalacticae. This bacterium

and detailed discussion with a trusted vet who

typically enters the blood via a break in the

understands your system. Every system will have

skin, perhaps navel, tail ring, eartag or via the

areas where positive changes can reduce losses.

mouth in the first few days of life. Bacteria may

However, we must know where to focus our

be picked up from the ewe’s vaginal track as the

efforts.

lamb is born, or it may be spread from carrier

Record keeping
If you are good at keeping records of lamb
deaths this is more easily identified, but we
are well aware that there are many flocks
that struggle to keep good records amongst
everything else that is happening at lambing
time.
One thing that we have found to work well

ewes in milk. Stomach tubes, teats or shepherd’s
hands are also all possible methods by which it
transmits to lambs.
Once in the body, it tends to be seen as clinical
disease in the form of painful swollen joints
that eventually develop into being pus-filled.
Affected lambs suckle less and suffer in pain
every time they move their joints.
Treatment of joint ill can be successful if
the cases are picked up and swiftly dealt with.

lambing are considerable. Research by Gascoigne

is to have three different dustbins with tally

and Lovatt in 2017 titled ‘A calculator for cost

counters on the top - a ‘wet bin’ in which all

of lambs between weaning the ewe and birth’,

lambs that died due to abortion or still birth are

reveal that once the costs of flock replacements

put; a ‘dry bin’ in which all lambs that were licked

(both ewes and rams), inputs and even just

dry but then died in the shed are put; and a ‘field

the most basic vet and medicine costs are

bin’ in which dead lambs that have been picked

The importance of colostrum cannot be

considered, the bill comes to more than £20 per

up from the fields are put.

overemphasised. Colostrum really is liquid

lamb at the point of birth, and that is assuming

Provided the shepherds remember to click

gold. Either insufficient quantities of

a high scanning percentage of around 180%. By

the tally counter and use the right bins, this

colostrum given early enough, or colostrum

the time there is 30% mortality, the cost of every

simple method provides data on where losses

of inferior quality, will have knock-on

live lamb on the ground increases by a further

are mainly occurring and can indicate where to

consequences for subsequent lamb survival.

£10 each.

focus efforts.

Watery mouth, colibacillosis, endotoxaemia

Planning and preventing lamb losses around
lambing will have significant impacts on the

Joint ill is a common problem and the
most likely cause is a systemic infection with

Try to count wet dead, dry dead and
field death lambs separately.
Affected lambs need a painkiller to reduce
inflammation and to keep them close to mum

and joint ill are all significant causes of
recorded neonatal losses.

to achieve optimum growth targets for her lambs. conditions, means the lambs visit the teats more
The most effective way to supply this demand

frequently and more aggressively. The resulting

and feeding. They also require a prolonged

is via growing grass. Last spring when grass

trauma to the teats predisposes to the intrusion

course of antibiotic treatment. Recovery can be

growth seemed a distant dream, many ewes

of bacteria and the development of mastitis.

successful after five to seven days of treatment

needed feeding both hard feed and forage.

but is rarely successful after only one or two

Issues occurred due to a total lack of forage on

Early treatment

treatments. They may appear to recover and

the bare pastures and reports of mastitis were

Catching the ewe and treating her early with both

become difficult to catch, only to relapse a few

depressingly frequent. Whatever the weather

antibiotic and anti-inflammatories will certainly

days later.

brings this season, it will really pay to be

improve her chances of survival but milk supply

adaptable and feed to match the demand of the

to her lambs and their subsequent growth will be

growing lambs.

affected.

Treatment
Discuss with your vet the specific treatment

Colostrum

#EveryLambCounts
#PlanPreventProtect
#ColostrumIsGold

plan for any cases of joint ill that do occur –
for example it may well be worth housing or
gathering affected lambs with their mothers to
ensure the whole treatment course is completed.
However, prevention is always better than

Mastitis is another tricky disease with
multiple risk factors – though we cannot ignore

Maximising lamb survival requires real
attention to detail but, at this busy time, this has

the influence of poor ewe body condition or

to be focused on the lambs most in need. It is
inadequate ewe nutrition. A restricted milk supply essential to make a rapid assessment of each ewe
means the lambs are hungry and this, particularly at lambing time to determine if her lambs are at
in combination with challenging weather

risk.

cure and joint ill is one lambing disease where

Lim

this wisdom definitely applies. Unfortunately,

off
er

be several different and sometimes ill-defined
acceptable to simply mass treat with antibiotics
from the start of a new lambing season and
evidence suggests this is not always effective
anyway.
If you have previously been troubled with
joint ill in the flock, you must work closely with
a trusted sheep vet to undertake detailed risk
assessments. Only after considered and careful
efforts to plan, prevent and protect, may it be
appropriate for your vet to consider targeted
metaphylactic antibiotic treatment.
Once lactating, a twin bearing ewe has a
dramatic increase in energy and protein demands

ac
t
d t no
im w
e

ite

prevention can be complicated as there may
risk factors that are flock-specific. It is no longer

TECHNICAL

TECHNICAL

Every lamb counts in the battle
to maximise lamb survival

DOG
WORRYING
SIGNS
AVAILABLE

NSA members
can get free dog
worrying signs to
warn dog walkers
to keep their dogs
on leads. Contact
NSA Head Office
to request yours.

Subscribe today
and save up to 25%
Plus, choose a 1:32 toy
tractor from the collection
Pay as little as £2.65 per issue
Save over £46 a year
l Get access to exclusive
subscriber benefits
l
l

Valtra T254V
(H804D)
Fendt 724 Vario
(H804C)

Case 1H Optum 300
(H804A)

Claas Axion 950
(H804B)

To subscribe call 0330 333 0056 and quote the code
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At a series of QMS Better Grazing
meetings, soil specialist Joel
Williams of Integrated Soils has
been emphasising that soil biology
is the part of the puzzle sheep
farmers have been missing when
considering how healthy soils are
and how well they function.

and earthworms. They all play a valuable role in

nutrients from the soil, sending

enhancing the availability of important nutrients

them back to the plant. These fungi are like

that help maximise plant growth and improve

a second root system, potentially increasing

soil structure.”

the root’s capabilities by up to 1,000%. This

Soil testing
Soil testing largely focuses on the available
minerals such as P, K and Mg in the soil being
sampled, however, according to Mr Williams,
soils actually contain a ‘much larger range and
reservoir of minerals’, which need microbes

Mr Williams comments: “I have built my career

and biological processes to convert them into

around educating farmers and growers on the

available forms of minerals that can then be

pivotal role that soil biology plays in driving

taken up by the plant and drive its growth.

plant growth and was keen to demonstrate

Mr Williams adds: “Our soils are a bank account

to both water and nutrients.”
It is also important to have a diversity of
minerals, he says. A single species pasture, such

legumes and herbs had significantly higher growth rates and were able

as ryegrass pasture, will consist of plants with a

to reach target slaughter weights up to 25 days earlier than lambs

similar rooting depth and root structures - these

grazing ryegrass only grass mixtures.”

monoculture pastures all have the same mineral
needs and hence are competing for the same
minerals at the same time from the same soil
depth. This will result in them all accessing a
more limited volume of soil and hence a more

accessing them. Plants need various minerals for

livestock farmers attended these meetings

their own growth and development, so they trade

around Scotland to improve their knowledge

some of their photosynthetic sugars with soil

to improve soil health and subsequent pasture

bacteria and fungi for those difficult to access

growth on their farms.”

Diversity

less available minerals. Different species of soil

By growing a greater diversity of plant species,

bacteria and fungi will trade different minerals.

including legumes like clovers and other grasses

All this happens down at the roots of the plants.”

like fescues in the pasture, there will be a range

Root level

of different plant root depths. These all trade

Mr Williams gives the example of mycorrhizal

of soil microbes, so the pasture can access a

fungi, which can help plants increase their access

considerably greater amount of soil minerals

to phosphate in soils, colonising roots of plants

helping to boost growth.

has been the neglected part of soil health
and we are only just becoming aware of the
fundamental role it plays.
Mr Williams says: “Biologically healthy soil

work undertaken at University College Dublin’s Lyons Estate in 2016
showed lambs grazing multi species swards of perennial ryegrasses,

own farms. I was delighted that more than 120

chemistry and physical condition. Soil biology

in recent years on the topic of multi species swards. For example, trial

pasture species to maximise access to soil

of minerals and biology provides the password to

Traditionally, when assessing soil health,

By growing a greater diversity of
plant species there will be a range of
different plant root depths.

association gives the plant much greater access

how farmers can improve soil health on their

the focus has almost exclusively been on soil

TECHNICAL

TECHNICAL

Practical tips to improve soil
biology and health

limited supply of minerals and moisture, both of
which are key to driving plant production.

Improvements
He concludes: “I thoroughly enjoyed by time in Scotland talking to
farmers hoping to improve their outputs from grazing and hope that, by
improving the health of their soils, producers will see positive results in
their pasture and livestock performance.”
For more information about the Better Grazing Project visit
www.qmscotland.co.uk/grazing.

different sugars and exudates with a diversity

contains a multitude of interacting different

and forming a biological link between the root

organisms known as the soil food web — from

and the soil. He comments: “The fungi grow into

to improve livestock performance compared to

microorganisms such as bacteria and fungi,

and between the roots and out into the soil and

single species swards. Mr Williams says: “There

through to larger organisms such as nematodes

then scavenges water and

is a range of research that has been undertaken

Multi species swards have also been shown

“

I USED THE NEW ALPHALINE
TAGS FOR THE FIRST TIME
LAST YEAR AFTER SWAPPING
OVER FROM MY ORIGINAL TAG
SUPPLY AND I AM EXTREMELY
PLEASED WITH THE QUALITY
OF THESE TAGS AND HOW EASY
THE TAGGER IS TO USE ON THE
SHEEP. EASY TO ORDER AND
WITH A VERY QUICK SERVICE I
WILL DEFINITELY BE ORDERING
AGAIN THIS YEAR.
MR J HAYES, SHAPWICK, SOMMERSET
WWW.ROXAN.CO.UK/TESTIMONIALS
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services to the UK sheep sector.
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Retractable
Applicator
£14.95

Singles

Slaughter Tags:
10 tags per strip
From £0.62 / Tag

EXAMPLE

Doubles

Breeding Tags:
Separate strips of
10 tags
£0.79 / Pair

3 BAY
MONOPITCH
as shown

45ft X 17ft X 10ft 6in eaves
£5,250 + vat

Research shows lambs grazing multi
species swards reached finishing
weights up to 25 days earlier than
single species counterparts.
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adds: “With plans for an

hydraulic dipper, but we were facing huge

accreditation scheme for contractors

charges for the storage and disposal of used

also now well underway, I think it wil be a

dip. Since this issue has been resolved, I have

huge step forward when customers can choose

dipped more than 100,000 sheep which shows

a mobile dipper with full confidence that the

the demand as sheep farmers heed advice to

dip will be handled, used and diposed of to the

use OPs as a plunge to regain control.”

highest standards.”

Advertise here
from £30

The versatile,
tree-friendly breed

Secretary
01758 730366
Promotions Officer
079666 99930
promotions@lleynsheep.com

THE LEADING DOMESTIC
TERMINAL SIRE BREED
enquiries@suffolksheep.org

www.lleynsheep.com

028 2563 2342

Great on ewe lambs

www.suffolksheep.org

secretary@southdownsheepsociety.co.uk

For more information and to keep up to date with

150,000 sheep in the last 12 months. Mr Fell

the latest information, visit www.scops.org.uk.

The breed that makes ends meat

01986 782251

w w w . s o u t h d o w n s h e e p s o c i e t y. c o . u k

Sheep Society
Now providing genotyped rams of
known prolificacy potential

Neil Fell, a contract dipper in North East
England, agrees. He has dipped more than

Contact Claire Jakeman
07766 238346

Details from Secretary, Alun Davies
01513 275699
alundavies@btinternet.com

The industry was called on to take quick,
positive action if we were to regain control of

EASY CARE

sheep scab in the UK. A year on, the industry
has been busy, raising awareness and tackling
some of the barriers, but there is much still to
be done.

Take the stress
out of shepherding

“When we learned about the first cases of

www.easycaresheep.com
info@easycaresheep.com

resistance, the initial reaction was to wring
hands and shake heads,” says Lesley Stubbings

See what the Border Leicester
can do for your flock,
it’s as easy as ABC...

of SCOPS. “But delving into it, we realised the

Added conformation
Built to last
Cross with any breed

good news: that resistance in sheep scab mites
is not the same as in worms. If we could cases

EasyCareNEW.indd 1

Secretary: Bronwyn Campbell
01866 833 287
secretary@borderleicesters.co.uk
www.borderleicesters.co.uk

where there was a suspected lack of efficacy,
use diagnostic tests to confirm sheep scab
was present and then dip properly, it would be
possible to reverse the resistance on a farm,

Beltex Sheep
Society

meaning we can save the endectocides for
future use.”

Methods
organophosphates (OPs). Stephen Dawson of
Animal Medicines Training Regulatory Authority
comments: “For years we have been saying that
showers and jetters are ‘off-label’ applications
of an OP, but this was not enforced. We know
scab so, working with organisations across the
industry, we have issued a statement which
makes it absolutely clear that OPs must not be

Scab prevention checklist
1. Get a diagnosis – Diagnosis is critical. Make sure it is sheep scab before you treat. There are
other reasons why sheep itch, the most common being lice and the injectables do not kill lice.
The Elisa blood test means we can look for scab before clinical signs, avoiding the need for
‘just in case’ treatments that have lead to overuse and unnecessary cost.
2. Always use products properly – Follow the instructions. Dose rates, injection sites,
management after treatment etc. are very important for success. Use OPs only as a plunge dip,

cannot be used other than as a plunge dip, and

make sure sheep are in the bath for one minute and the dip is correctly replenished. Don’t

to do so could result in prosecution.”

forget the dip tub must be re-filled completely after a certain number of sheep have been

on individual disposal charges continue,
contractors in England can now store up to
20,000 litres in approved tanks. The dip wash

through it.
3. Avoid bringing scab into your flock – Increase your biosecurity and when new sheep are in
quarantine, use the new blood test to check whether they have been exposed to scab, and only
treat if necessary.

is classified as non-hazardous, which greatly

4. React positively to a suspected lack of efficacy – Don’t panic! If you think an endectocide has

reduces waste contractors’ charges for removal.

not work effectively, talk to your vet or adviser. They have access to a SCOPS protocol so they

Gloucestershire-based mobile dipper Alex

will be able to advise the best actions to take.
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BRITISH ROUGE SHEEP

Charmoise
Hill Sheep Society

The easy lambing terminal sire
producing quick growing lambs with
excellent meat to bone ratio

Hardy Hill Sheep.
Add Shape to your prime lambs.
Easy Lambing.
Terminal Sure suitable for tupping Ewe Lambs.

Secretary: Patricia Imlah
secretary@rouge-society.co.uk
01651 862920
07803 897419

Visit our website for further information

or contact Corinna Cowin on 07834 817710 or
by email secretary@nc-cheviot.co.uk

T: 015395 67973
E: beltex.sheep@btconnect.com

www.beltex.co.uk

ILE DE FRANCE

The breed to meat
your grades
For 3Ls
use an Ile de France
Lean, Liveweight
and Lively lambs

Secretary Edward Adamson
07711 071290

www.iledefrancesheep.com
HAMPSHIRE DOWN
The UK native
terminal sire for
naturally fast nishing
lambs off forage
Contact Janet Hill on 01700 831652
janet@hampshiredown.org.uk

www.hampshiredown.org.uk
www.nationalsheep.org.uk

www.rouge-society.co.uk

NORTH COUNTRY CHEVIOT
SHEEP SOCIETY

			

means any farmer buying OP must be told it

mobile contract dippers. While discussions

www.scottish-blackface.co.uk

HARDY. EASY LAMBING. EASY CARE

Contact David Trow - 01686 688234
www.charmoisesheep.co.uk

used as plunge dips.

prescribed for use in showers or jetters. This

Other important improvements relate to

Aileen McFadzean - 01738 634018
aileen@scottish-blackface.co.uk

British Berrichon

The success of the North of
England Mule has assured its
place through the country’s
leading commercial flocks. Why
have mutton when you can lamb?

APRIL / MAY 2019

The Quality Hill Breed
VERSATILE.
HARDY.
PROFITABLE.

www.nc-cheviot.co.uk
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these methods are not effective against sheep

OPs must only be

Information on the breed and sale dates
available on our website or from

TH COUNT
OR

address how we use, handle and dispose of
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Blackface Sheep Breeders’ Association

N

To achieve this, the industry has had to

NEMSA: North
of England
Mule Sheep
Association
SIMPLY THE BEST!

LOW MAINTENANCE
EasyCare
NO SHEARING
EXCELLENT MOTHERS
HARDY

DORSET DOWN
KING of the PRIME LAMB breed
Ideal Terminal Sire
Easy Lambing
Fast finishing lambs off grass
Extended Breeding Season
Hardy & Docile
T: 01579 320273 E: secretary@dorsetdownsheep.org.uk
www.dorsetdownsheep.org.uk

Bluefaced
Leicesters

Sire of The UK Mule

Tel: 01228 598022

Email: info@blueleicester.co.uk

www.blueleicester.co.uk

SWALEDALE
SHEEP BREEDERS
ASSOCIATION
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON
SHOWS AND SALES:
JOHN STEPHENSON
01833 650516
jstephenson@swaledale-sheep.com

THE BRITISH VENDÉEN SHEEP SOCIETY
Less work and more profit

Less work and more profit

Less workrecorded
and more
profit
The fully performance
woolshedding
breed,

www.vendeen.co.uk

‘Make both ends meat with the modern Vendeen’

For more information contact the Secretary
on 07950 256304 or info@vendeen.co.uk

The fully performance recorded woolshedding breed,
selected for resistance
to worms
The fully
performance
recorded
woolshedding
selected for resistance to worms
breed,
selected
for resistance to worms.
Tel 01985 845063 / 01647 252549

Tel 01985
845063 //01647
252549
Tel 01985
845063
01647
252549
www.exlana.co.uk
www.sig.uk.com
www.exlana.co.uk

Herdwicks from three different
commons were tested for resistance
using the ELISA blood test.
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Sheep farmers will not forget last
winter in a hurry. The ‘Beast from
the East’ took the headlines, but
we also had a large number of
outbreaks of sheep scab and, to cap
it all, the first cases of resistance in
sheep scab mites to the injectables.

Shikov says: “ Last year I invested in a new

NSA Breed
Society
Directory

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP

Sheep Society

The compact ewe with known
respected maternal traits

Y
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Making progress with sheep scab
and the fight against resistance

LLEYN

TECHNICAL

By Dr Philip Skuce and Gillian Mitchell, Moredun

The hot dry summer of 2018 seems
a long time ago now, but the effects
this had on liver fluke risks are still
ongoing.

In liaison with local Scottish Agricultural

used at this time of year. There are growing
concerns about TCBZ resistance and how well this

College (SAC) advisors and the two main vet

product is working on local farms.

practices in the area, we identified five willing

The location we chose was Argyll, sometimes

Fluke uses a tiny mud snail as its intermediate
host to amplify and spread infection and, while it
wasn’t snail weather, the risk of fluke is a prevalent
as ever.
Under the auspices of Livestock Health Scotland,
Moredun has been involved in a project since
last September to monitor the prevalence of liver
fluke through the traditional peak fluke season
(autumn/winter) and to determine the efficacy of
triclabendazole (TCBZ), the most popular flukicide

farmers in each of two locations, Lochgilphead

dubbed ‘fluke-central’. This is a traditional

and Campbeltown. We subsequently asked

hotspot for fluke, because of its mild wet climate,

farmers to send in regular (monthly) faecal

and is also the location of the first reported

samples from selected sheep so we could

cases of TCBZ resistance back in the late 1990s.

monitor their fluke status by faecal egg count

Argyll should, therefore, be a good indicator of

and faecal (or coproantigen) Elisa testing. When

the fluke risk for other parts of the country.

animals showed up as sufficiently fluke positive,

as a result of TCBZ resistance. We are currently

products may or may not work. Speak to your vet

disease and even death but, while the parasite

we conducted a TCBZ efficacy test to see how well

evaluating alternative control options on this

for advice.

is becoming increasingly common, thankfully,

the product was working on these farms.

farm.

Interestingly, this part of South West Scotland
was also the first part of the UK to reach
‘medium’ fluke risk in 2018, according to the
NADIS parasite forecast at the time. The weather
since has been relatively mild across most of the
country, with average rainfall for the time of year.

Long-established NSA partnership
with Moredun continues

Low and late
For the most part, through September to January,
results indicated the fluke risk was ‘low and late’ in
eggs and coproantigen on most farms, indicative
of a low-level chronic or adult infection. It is quite
possible farmers routinely treated their animals

NSA and Moredun have a well-established industry partnership, allowing
both organisations to benefit from one another’s work. As such NSA
members automatically have Moredun associate membership status.
As part of this relationship, and new for 2019, NSA members are now
able to access information about sheep diseases, diagnostic tests and
treatment protocols wherever and whenever they like. Members will be
able to utilise Moredun’s entire archive of factsheets plus other resources
as they are added to the Moredun online portal.
A handy guide on how to access this portal will be featured in the June/

REFER A FRIEND
Refer a friend or
a neighbour to
join NSA using the
membership form
at the back of this
edition for your
chance to win a
JFC-Agri
foam footbath.

Despite being a dryer summer, some land still provides a suitable habitat for the snails.

Since February, we have also seen a significant

2018. We were seeing low numbers of liver fluke

			

for fluke too early last year given the climatic

opportunity to interact directly with Moredun at NSA sheep events taking
key technical messages in a way that is relevant and practical to sheep
farmers.
NSA members without internet access are encouraged to contact NSA
Head Office using the contact details on page 2.
Right: Composite faecal egg
counts on the 10 Argyll farms
from September 2018 to
February 2019.

rise in fluke infection on several of the other farms
and are currently conducting TCBZ efficacy tests to

has been rumen fluke eggs, with 60% of our farms

practice for sustainable fluke control, whichever

characterise these further.

egg count positive at the end of December. Rumen

species is present.

Our results serve to reinforce the message that,

use the same mud snail as intermediate hosts, so

The authors of this article are happy to be

to monitor the fluke situation at the individual

it is no surprise they are often found on the same

contacted on this topic. Email

farm level. It is important to test and not guess

farms and in the same animals. Heavy infestations

gillian.mitchell@moredun.ac.uk or

or assume your fluke infection status and what

with immature rumen fluke can cause significant

philip.skuce@moredun.ac.uk.

conditions, and because none of the flukicides are
long-acting, animals could still have been at risk
over winter, if outside grazing. This was consistent

AGRI

with findings from other parts of the UK, as
reported via SCOPS.
In November 2018 one of our monitor farms
showed up as fluke positive and we were able
to undertake a TCBZ efficacy test that clearly

Intelligent Hoof Solutions

showed evidence of treatment failure, most likely

The natural choice for healthy
growth and performance
Milkivit Lamb Milk Replacer

Cost Effective
Non-Hazardous
Time Saving Solutions
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Our experience and knowledge
can help ensure the healthy growth
and performance of your lambs
with Milkivit.
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FBF01

FBHT2

For more info
contact us on:

www.jfcagri.com

Grazing scene in Argyll after a ‘good’ summer.
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fluke are similar to liver fluke and are known to

with fluke, every farm is different and it really pays
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Liver fluke is still the acknowledged pathogen
and we must redouble our efforts to promote best

Liver fluke composite faecal egg counts in Argyll

place across the country this summer, where Moredun will be sharing

clinical disease is still very rare.

Findings
One other consistent finding in our Argyll samples

July edition of Sheep Farmer magazine. NSA members will also have the

Liver fluke faecal egg counts (eggs per gram)
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What happened to the fluke risk
following the fine summer of 2018?

www.nationalsheep.org.uk
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Visit our website for
practical advice.

01691 659226
infouk@jfcagri.com

trouwnutrition.co.uk
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What is OPA (Jaagsiekte) and how to
make sure your flock isn’t at risk
By Emily Baxter, Drove Farm Vets

Ovine pulmonary adenocarcinoma
(OPA), also known as Jaagsiekte, is a
highly infectious respiratory tumour
of sheep.

no effective blood test currently available to

with a flock of 700 March and

diagnose infection with JSRV. In advanced cases

April-lambing Mules, purchasing replacement

of the disease, clear frothy fluid may flow from

ewes every autumn. In 2018, our client noticed

the nostrils when the animals head is lowered

there was

(with or without elevating the hind limbs). This

a rise in cases of pneumonia in the adult

is known as the ‘wheelbarrow test’ and can be

ewes (more than 3.5%), along with an overall

Losses from OPA can be high when it first

a useful tool for diagnosing OPA. However, not

increase in mortality rate (4%). The flock is

appears within a flock, leading to a significant

all infected animals will produce fluid meaning

routinely vaccinated for clostridial disease and

veterinary treatment for respiratory disease. This

assess for further OPA cases in his flock. The

• Any ewes that fail to improve in condition are

economic impact. It is likely OPA is under

there are limitations to this test.

pasteurellosis. The client’s usual treatment for

particular ewe had a history of ill thrift, nasal

ewes selected for scanning were those with a

to be scanned for OPA and/or euthanased.

pneumonia involved a long-acting antibiotic

discharge with dyspnoea (laboured breathing)

history of ill thrift and respiratory disease.

reported in the UK due to reduced awareness of

It should also be noted that any respiratory

The ultrasound probe is positioned behind
the ewe’s elbow on both sides of the chest to
image the lungs for signs of OPA.

In summary

the condition and the fact that many cases of ill-

fluid produced is highly infectious so areas

preparation, which he reported as no longer

and had been recently treated with antibiotics

thrift and sheep deaths are not investigated.

where sheep have been gathered, feed troughs

being effective in the treatment of cases. During

for pneumonia. The lungs showed obvious

suspect OPA lesions and one had classic OPA

OPA can be a difficult disease to diagnose

Viral infection

and hurdles, should be thoroughly disinfected

September 2018, he experienced three ewe

abnormalities, which prompted biopsies to be

lesions with abscess formation, which was later

within a flock without the use of post-mortems

OPA occurs following infection with Jaagsiekte

in flocks with known OPA problems, using a

deaths within one week and decided to seek

taken and sent for analysis at a laboratory. The

confirmed on post mortem.

and pathology testing. However, screening

commonly used on-farm disinfectant at the

veterinary advice.

rest of the post-mortem was unremarkable.

sheep retrovirus (JSRV) which is spread via
coughing and nasal discharges. Although it is
uncertain as to how long the virus can survive in
the environment, on feed troughs for example, it
is known that handling and gathering sheep can
increase spread within the flock.
Due to a slow onset of disease after the

appropriate dilution rate. Due to the infectious
nature of OPA, any suspect animals should be

A post-mortem examination was performed on
a ewe that was culled following poor response to

isolated from the rest of the group. Unfortunately,
due to there being no effective treatment for
OPA, culling of affected animals is recommended.

Using ultrasound

• Body condition loss.

animal is infected, OPA is usually seen in sheep

It is now commonplace for vets to use ultrasound

• Exercise intolerance when moved or gathered.

three to four years of age. It is considered a

scanning to diagnose OPA, with an area of the

• Increased breathing rate and effort.

chronic wasting disease with potential clinical

animal’s chest checked for evidence of tumours

• Open mouth breathing.

signs. The lung function in affected animals

in the lungs. Although this method is effective

• Coughing.

becomes compromised due to the tumour growth

in advanced cases of the disease, tumours less

• Nasal discharge, most commonly clear in

replacing normal lung tissue. However, the speed

than 1-2cm are unable to be visualised on the

of tumour development can vary, hence the

ultrasound image. Therefore, repeated scanning

gradual onset of disease.

of animals is generally required to diagnose and

It is not uncommon for sheep with OPA to die

eliminate OPA from a flock. This can be time-

suddenly due to secondary acute bacterial

consuming and costly, so an alternative approach

pneumonia, with pasteurella often being

may be taken, which is discussed in the following

pneumonia cases where the usual treatment

implicated in this. Therefore, it is important to

case study. It is thought that ultrasound scanning

protocol is no longer effective or reduced in

keep up to date with routine flock vaccinations.

of whole flocks will form the basis of any

Definitively diagnosing the disease in sheep
is a diagnostic challenge. Due to the animal’s
poor immune response to the virus, there is

future OPA accreditation schemes unless an
alternative diagnostic test is developed.
This case study comes from a lowland farm

colour.

When to test

flocks using ultrasound imaging is possible and

Due to the size of the flock, our client decided

Flock diagnosis
The biopsy results confirmed a diagnosis

Possible clinical signs

Out of the animals scanned, two ewes had

against repeated whole flock ultrasound

becoming more commonplace amongst vets

scanning and decided on a plan that involved the

nationwide.
Consulting with your vet can ensure that a

following three steps:-

of OPA along with a severe acute bacterial

• To segregate thin and/or coughing ewes into a

pneumonia, the likely cause of the ewes’ clinical

thorough investigation of the flock is performed.
Having an up to date flock health plan, with

separate management group.

signs. In response to these results, the client

• To increase plane of nutrition for one month

opted for a group of ewes to be scanned to

and assess for any gains in body condition.

regular veterinary review, is paramount for
maintaining good flock health and efficiency.

Shearwell

Tel. 01643 841611
www.shearwell.co.uk
Please mention NSA when calling.
Prices exclude VAT & delivery.
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SET Tags - EID & Visual

Complete adopter
£180

• If there is a significant rise in the number of

its efficacy.

Shearwell
are proud
to Sponsor
NSA Events

Excellent
Retention

• If sheep display exercise intolerance, 		
particularly during gathering.

Britain’s favourite
sheep tag

• If you have ill thrift in adult ewes.

Ten x 4’ pen sides £180
Warming boxes (not shown)
from £195. Lamb Macs £15.50

Ten x 5 litre
£9.90

Breeding Pairs

81p

EID Slaughter

59p

From

Please visit
Shearwell’s
stand for
show offers

EID Crates, Readers & Software
Shearwell Automatic
Drafting Crate

EID
Stick Reader

Te Pari HD4 Sheep Handler

OPA lesion with abscess formation that were
identified on both ultrasound and post-mortem.
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£550

FREE
Replacement
Cattle & Sheep Tags

For life - Even when sold
Please call us for details
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Training the next generation
of shearers and wool handlers

Bright, bold spray marker

Meet two people who have benefited from British Wool and Ulster Wool
training courses for young shearers and wool handlers.

BUSINESS

			

Allflex has launched a new range of ‘Flexmark’ sheep marker sprays
that it claims are ‘brighter, bolder and better’ due to a new 360o blockfree valve that allows users to apply spray marks at any angle without
affecting performance. The company says the range of seven colours
come in fully-emptying 400ml cans with a precise writing tip and have
the fastest drying time of any sheep spray on the market.
The marker sprays are part of a new Flexmark range, which also
includes a marking paste for use on upland sheep (four colours in 2.5 and
five-litre buckets), a ram harness with click-in click-out marking crayons
(six colours), a raddle

lambs online
SellMyLivestock is offering a primestock
selling service to allow users of its online
service to access deadweight prime lamb
and cull ewe markets ‘easily and efficiently’.
The company says eight major processors
are buying stock via the service and more are expected to join over
the coming months.
To use the system, a farmer creates a consignment of finished
lambs or ewes on the SellMyLivestock website and enters it into one
of two weekly trading periods (Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10.30am).
By 12.30pm a range of deadweight bids from registered processors
is made available with a 4pm deadline to commit to sell.

powder to use as an

Andrew Loftus of SellMyLivestock says: “A unique feature of the

alternative to a

system is that, once the bids are in, the seller has time to compare

harness/crayon (three

prices, grids, deductions and payment terms on a like-for-like basis,

colours in 1.5kg tubs)

on one screen. If the seller chooses to accept a bid (there is no

and various products

obligation) it’s a binding contract to supply and there is charge of

for cattle.

50p/head. Payment is guaranteed.”

Ask you local

Select the ‘primestock’ option at www.sellmylivestock.co.uk.

agricultural merchant

BUSINESS

New products and services
for the sheep sector Sell finished

Jack Robinson, 28, Londonderry, Northern Ireland
Having started shearing when he was 17, Jack Robinson competed at

Nations in 2018 and coming sixth in

the Balmoral Show the same year, winning the junior competition.

the 2017 world championships. He is

He says: “I was absolutely delighted and from that point was hooked.

very proud to have qualified once

I entered as many competitions as I could and managed to win at

again for the world championships,

Ballymena and other shows across Ireland.”

being held in France this spring.

The win at Balmoral qualified Mr Robinson for the Worshipful

Mr Robinson wants to focus on

Company of Woolmen Competition as a Junior Member of the

his own shearing business,

Northern Ireland team. He continues: “It was life changing in many

currently shearing around 20,000

ways, introducing me to many inspiring people from the industry. I

sheep every year. He says: “Competition is still a major

met Matt Smith, a well-respected and high profile shearer around

part of my life, but I now want to encourage and support the

the World who suggested I visit New Zealand.” Mr Robinson travelled

next generation. Ulster Wool supports the industry and standards

to New Zealand in 2010 and spent five seasons honing his skills. He

are rising all the time. If I can offer any advice, it would be to

adds: “The intensity of the work saw my speed pick up significantly,

learn about the quality of shearing sheep and you cannot do this

with my biggest tally totaling 530.”

without attending courses.”

Mr Robinson’s first Golden Shears was the intermediate competition

or go to www.allflex.global/uk.

where he placed seventh. The following year he won eight shows and

Give your lambs the best start in life with

Premier Lamb Drench

achieved second in the Golden Shears senior competition.
Mr Robinson has also competed in the world championships for
Northern Ireland twice, with other highlights including winning at
the Balmoral Show four times in a row, winning the open in the All

Organically chelated trace element vitamin supplements
Not all mineral drenches are the same

Erica Swan, 27, Mold,
North Wales
Wool handling is an equally important
skills, and one that vet Erica Swan
started aged 17. She comments: “I
trained at my local Young Farmers.
From there, working for local
contractors opened many wool
handling doors for me.”
Her best personal achievement to date was being placed second in
the 2016 Corwen Shears novice wool handling competition. Miss Swan
says: “This was a massive highlight for me. In advance of the competition,
I practiced and honed my wool handling skills. This allowed me to
develop my presentation and gave me a better understanding of the
fleece. Ongoing training is key for competitive wool handling whether it’s
attending new courses or having a refresher.”
Looking ahead, Miss Swan’s goal this year is to attract attendees to wool

For more information contact Jonathan Guy
T 01886 880482
M 07866 607466
E jganimalhealth@aol.com

handling courses and host one in North Wales. She adds: “Wool handling
is a necessary skill for the shearing industry and we need more wool
handlers. The partnership between British Wool and Young Farmers clubs
generates a fantastic opportunity to provide training to all young farmers.
I would also encourage NFYFC to hold wool handling competitions across

W www.jganimalhealth.com
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FOLLOWING THE FLOCK

Join NSA today

Following the flock
In this second edition of ‘Following the Flock’, we
travel to Wiltshire, County Antrim and Devon to check
in for a snapshot of lambing. Longer versions of all
these reports, and more, are avaliable online at
www.nationalsheep.org.uk/about.

Nigel Durnford

NSA South East Region Chairman, Wiltshire
They say that if lambing starts badly it will end well
and if it starts well it will end badly. Well, that has
been true so far this year for us.

to ensure a strong voice for the UK sheep sector
New members* automatically qualify for a
chance to win a JFC-Agri sheep foam footbath
and 20 litres of hoof solution.

Lambing is due to start
for Brian Jamieson.

Brian Jamieson

NSA Northern Ireland Region Chairman,
Country Antrim

My pedigree Shropshires lambed early in January and the lambs are

As I type, sleet - driven by a biting westerly wind - is
making the delayed commencement of lambing a
fortuitous and (in my mind at least) a decision of great

growing apace. It is surprising how quickly this breed grows. The

managerial merit!

main Texel flock started at the end of February with a number of
prolapses and one dead ewe. In fact, the first few ewes had a lambing
percentage of 0%. I am sure prolapses are a problem to most flocks.
Perhaps it’s too much sugar beet, too much hay or too much grass in
the autumn. Since then things have got better, with very few ewes
needing any assistance with lambing. Space has now been made in
the shed and last year’s ram lambs have been brought in ready for
shearing in the

Satisfaction is derived from hearing hail stones pepper the shed as its
occupants debate whether to lamb or die. I am pragmatic enough to
know worse may yet arrive but, in the short term, the forecast is set to
improve next week and the current conditions abate. Scanning this year
forwarded, five were empty. An additional 36 Blackface ewes managed
six empties – a reminder that our policy of purchasing older draft
these animals to gradually inject Mule breeding into the main flock – a

These have come

project now in its third year - would appear to be a contributing factor in

through the winter

the overall improvement of numbers. It is my intention to provide only

very well and I am

triplet lambs and ‘at risk’ lambs antibiotic assistance. Singles and strong

sure they will look
a picture with

Nigel Durnford lambs a small pedigree

their jackets off.

Shropshire flock alongside his main Texel flock.

£55
£27.50
£60

Individual Subscription
Under 27’s Subscription
Eire, Europe and Overseas

NSA OFFICE USE

(UK ONLY)

CASH

twins will receive the obligatory spray of iodine and with, any luck, a
healthy dose of sunshine.

/

CHEQUE

/

CARD

(UK £)

Paying by Direct Debit results in a 20% discount in your first year.

(excluding Eire, Europe and Overseas members). Complete the Direct Debit form, or pay by cheque (made payable to National Sheep Association) or call NSA Head Office on 01684 892661 to pay by card.

Who is the membership for? Please fill in details below:

Name:

Address:

Instruction to your bank or
building society to pay by Direct Debit

Postcode:

NSA OFFICE USE: Enter type of DOB verification seen

DOB:
Please supply photo ID if applying for under 27. Attach copy to this form or email it to membership@nationalsheep.org.uk

Please fill in the form and send to:
The National Sheep Association, The Sheep Centre, Malvern, Worcestershire, WR13 6PH
Name and full postal address of your bank or building society

was very pleasing – ewes averaged 185%, hoggets 171% and, of the 230

animals to run for a year is not without its perils. That said, the use of

first week of April.

NSA has four prizes to give away by 30th September 2019.
The sooner your name goes in the hat, the more chance you have to win.

9

Tel:
Supplying a mobile phone number will allow us to send you occasional text messages about NSA events in your area.

To: The Manager

5

Service user number

6

8

8

9

Bank/building society

Address

Email:
Supplying your email address will allow us to send you the NSA Weekly Email Update, packed full of news and information.

Fill in the details of the payer (if different to above)

Name:

Postcode
Name(s) of account holder(s)

Address:
Branch sort code

Postcode:
Bank/building society account number

Tel:

Peter Derryman NSA South West Region Chairman, Devon

Reference

Email:

Our sheep enterprise of around 500 ewes consists of three flocks, all MV accredited. Lambing is well
underway and we’re pleased with how everything is going so far.

A flock of 120 Hampshire Downs and 120 Suffolks produce performance recorded shearlings for the commercial market and the remainder is made up

Is this membership a gift? Please tick

If delivery is direct to the member and not the buyer please tick

Your sheep enterprise
Please state where you obtained this
form from and your reasons for joining: No of commercial breeding females?

Instruction to your bank or building society
Please pay National Sheep Association Direct Debits from the account detailed in this Instruction subject to
the safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this Instruction may remain with
National Sheep Association and, if so, details will be passed electronically to my bank/building society.
Signature(s)

No of pedigree breeding females?

of Romney and Romney-type ewes producing commercial lambs and utilising some lesser quality grazing we take in the form of grass keep. Lambing

SF

the first two flocks has gone smoothly with ewes and lambs turned out in ideal conditions. We vaccinate for orf, footrot, enzootic abortion and

No of bought-in store lambs finished per year?

toxoplasmosis with good results. Coccidiosis is kept an eye on with faecal egg counts and treated when found, so hopefully some immunity is built up.

Has an existing member referred you? Provide their name and address and/or NSA membership number so they

Creep is offered right through to backfat scanning at 21 weeks and lambs not required for breeding are sold finished. The Romneys are now lambing

will be entered into any eligible membership prize draw. Already a member? Add your details here and pass this

well, with good strong lambs, but unfortunately a small percentage lost lambs during February and this was diagnosed by APHA as campylobacter.

form to a non-member to sign up. Terms and conditions at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/draw

Date

Banks and building societies may not accept Direct Debit Instructions for some types of account.

Please use Gift Aid to make your subscription worth more to NSA. For every pound you give us, we could earn an extra
25p from the Inland Revenue. NSA will not claim Gift Aid on a new member’s first membership subscription payment.
Gift Aid Declaration: I want the National Sheep Association to treat all subscriptions I make from the date of this

By subscribing as an NSA member, your will become part of NSA’s Wider Interest Group and NSA will use your details
in compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the NSA Privacy Policy; details from NSA Head
Office or at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/privacypolicy.

declaration until I notify you otherwise as a Gift Aid donation. I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less
Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all my donations in
that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference. TO GIFT AID PLEASE TICK HERE...

This guarantee should be detached and retained by the payer.
•
•
•
•

This Guarantee is offered by all banks and building societies that accept instructions to pay Direct Debits
If there are any changes to the amount, date or frequency of your Direct Debit National Sheep Association will notify you 28 working days in advance of your account being
debited or as otherwise agreed. If you request National Sheep Association to collect a payment, confirmation of the amount and date will be given to you at the time of the request.
If an error is made in the payment of your Direct Debit, by National Sheep Associaton or your bank or building society you are entitled to a full and immediate refund of the amount
paid from your bank or building society – If you receive a refund you are not entitled to, you must pay it back when National Sheep Association asks you to
You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by simply contacting your bank or building society. Written confirmation may be required. Please also notify us.

Peter Derryman runs 500
ewes, all MV accredited.
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Terms and conditions at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/draw

The Direct Debit
Guarantee

your business your future
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GIVE AND

LET LIVE.
Make every lamb count –
infections can strike, often without warning signs.
Vaccinate from 3 weeks of age to protect against
clostridial disease and pasteurellosis.
Discuss your vaccination programme with your Sheep Health advisor today.

Heptavac® P Plus contains antigens from 7 clostridial species and antigens from the most important serotypes of Mannheimia (Pasteurella) haemolytica and
Bibersteinia (Pasteurella) trehalosi and is indicated for the active immunisation of sheep against disease associated with infections caused by these bacteria.
Legal category POM-VPS . Ovivac® P Plus contains antigens from 4 clostridial species and antigens from the most important serotypes of Mannheimia
(Pasteurella) haemolytica and Bibersteinia (Pasteurella) trehalosi and is indicated for the active immunisation of sheep against disease associated with
infections caused by these bacteria. Legal category POM-VPS .
Refer to the packaging or package leaflet for information about side effects, precautions, warnings and contraindications. Further information is available from
the SPC / Datasheet or Intervet UK Ltd trading as MSD Animal Health. Registered office Walton Manor, Walton, Milton Keynes MK7 7AJ, UK. Registered in
England & Wales no. 946942. Advice should be sought from the medicine prescriber.
Use Medicines Responsibly. For more information please refer to the Responsible Use sections of the NOAH website.
Heptavac® P Plus and Ovivac® P plus are the property of Intervet International B.V. or affiliated companies or licensors and is protected by copyrights,
trademark and other intellectual property laws. Copyright © 2019 Intervet International B.V.
Tel: 0370 060 3380 • vet-support.uk@merck.com • www.msd-animal-health.co.uk

